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No more reports of COVID at
Simkin Centre since Dec. 4

First incidence of  COVID  at 
a Rady JCC daycare

By BERNIE BELLAN

In what must be regarded
as the best news possible
when it comes to report-

ing on the outbreak of
COVID at the Simkin
Centre, which first began
October 22 when a resident
tested positive for COVID,
as of the date of writing, the Simkin Centre
has now gone more than two weeks without
any further reports of either a resident or staff
member testing positive for COVID.

Since that first reported case a total of 29
residents tested positive, along with 21 staff.
Sadly, 11 residents passed away from COVID
in the time since the first case was reported.

In a message to family and staff posted on
the Simkin Centre website, Laurie Cerqueti,
Simkin Centre CEO, wrote, on December 14:
“It has been a long and difficult journey to get
to this day. A special thank you goes out to all
of our amazing staff who volunteered to work
in the Covid Isolation Unit…

“Our outbreak will be considered officially
over 28 days following the last resolved
Resident or staff case” (which would be
January 11).

In related news, the first
incidence of possible
COVID exposure in one of
the two child care centres
operated by the Rady JCC
was reported on December 5.

On December 10 we were
notified by a parent of a child
in the child care centre locat-

ed at the Asper Campus that parents of infants
and toddlers (up to three years of age) had
been told to keep their children at home until
December 17. That parent had said that one of
the workers in the child care centre had tested
positive for COVID.

We contacted Rob Berkowits, Executive
Director of the Rady JCC, to attempt to ascer-
tain the degree to which children in the
Kaufman Silverberg Child Centre, which is
located in the Asper Campus, may have been
exposed to COVID. We asked whether it was
true that a worker in the child care centre had
tested positive and, if so, had the child care
centre been closed?

In an email received from Rob on December
15, he wrote the following:

JCFS and Gwen Secter Centre continue to provide key supports during pandemic
By BERNIE BELLAN

Ever since the COVID pandemic
first began to have a major impact
in our community I’ve been

reporting on how various agencies have
been meeting the needs of those sectors
of our community that have been most
affected by COVID – whether that’s in
the form of regular meal deliveries, gro-
cery shopping, psychological counsel-
ing, or simply keeping in touch with iso-
lated individuals.

In our June 10 issue, for instance, I
reported how both the Gwen Secter
Centre and Jewish Child and Family
Service had stepped up their efforts in
response to the needs of members of our community, especially seniors.
(The JCFS typically serves between 500-600 seniors a year, JCFS
Executive Director Al Bennaroch noted at that time.) 

In that June 10 issue, I referred to a conversation I had with Cheryl Hirsh
Katz, Manager, Adult Services at JCFS, in which I asked Cheryl whether
she had seen a marked increase in the agency’s seniors caseload.

Cheryl indicated that had indeed been the case – which, at that time, she
explained, was primarily as a result of the Jewish Federation’s having
enlisted volunteers to call seniors (and other individuals in the community
who found themselves in particularly unfortunate circumstances as a result
of the pandemic). Many seniors had been referred to JCFS as a result of
those phone calls, Cheryl noted.

“We’ve identified those of our clients who are most in need,” Cheryl said.

“We have capacity to take on more clients,” Cheryl added then, and 20
more clients were, in fact,  added to JCFS’s caseload to that point in June.

While JCFS does maintain an “emergency food pantry” to help individ-
uals or families in urgent need of groceries, “there hasn’t, as yet, been an
increase in demand”, Cheryl observed back then.

What there has been though, is “an increase in demand for emotional sup-
port,” Cheryl said. 

“Individuals who have had illnesses” have found themselves isolated
and, one other agonizing aspect of the isolation they’d been enduring – and

has continued to be an awful predicament for
anyone who may have lost a loved one during
the pandemic, has been the inability to grieve
normally.

“We have our friendly volunteer phone
callers; also our own workers are regularly
calling clients”, Cheryl said at the time, but
for those seniors who could use some emo-
tional support or would like to be added to
Gwen Secter’s food delivery program, the
JCFS welcomes your call -a nd many more
calls requesting support have come in since
then. 

That was only three months into the pan-
demic in what, in hindsight, seems like a rela-
tively safe period - in comparison with the past

two months, which have seen COVID rage almost without control no mat-
ter what restrictions the province might have imposed (or at least attempt
to impose).

And, while JCFS was attending to - and has been continuing to attend to
the psychological needs of individuals who were particularly hard hit by
the isolation caused by the pandemic, Gwen Secter’s two marvelous cooks,
Galina Melenevska and Cathy Koltowski, have been steadily increasing the
number of meals that they have been turning out – not only for isolated
seniors in our community, but for others who were anxious to receive reg-
ular cooked meals for a variety of reasons.

Here’s what I wrote in June about how Gwen Secter had stepped into the
breach left when Meals on Wheels stopped taking new clients at the end of
March due to the huge increase in requests for that service as a result of the
first province-wide lockdown, which was imposed March 14:  “Gwen
Secter has gone from producing 60 meals the week of March 30-April 3 to
286 meals for 73 different individuals in late May. This past week, accord-
ing to Becky Chisick, Executive Director of the Gwen Secter Centre, 340
meals went out to seniors.”

In our July 10 issue I reported that
Gwen Secter was now up to deliv-

Continued on page 6. See “Rady daycare”.

AL BENNAROCH
Executive Director,

Jewish Child & Family Service

BECKY CHISICK
Executive Director,
Gwen Secter Centre

Continued on page 6. 
See “JCFS/Gwen Secter Centre”.
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Is that a Shin on the front of Chesed Shel Emes?
The 21st letter of the Hebrew alphabet, Shin makes the
sound sh. Shin has a presence in every aspect of our
Jewish lives. With three outstretched arms, Shin evokes
images of a rising flame, a sailing ship, a human heart,
a crown.

Three levels of the human soul: nefesh, ruach and
neshama. Neshama is the aspect of the soul which ele-
vates us, through which we realize our intellect and
attain awareness of God. Neshama is the spirit which
Judaism believes survives after death.

Three pillars on which the world stands: upon Torah,
upon divine service, and upon acts of kindness. (Avot
1:2). The work of the Chevra Kadisha is chesed shel
emet, an act of true loving kindness, reflected in our
very name.

The most common place to see Shin is on a mezuzah,
where it represents the word Shaddai-
Guardian of the Doors of Israel. Our foundational
prayer, the Shema, is the first prayer children learn and
the last prayer on our lips. Shalom, meaning hello,
goodbye and peace, brings us a sense of completion
and wholeness.

And Shin is with us as we care for our community
deceased. The Shomer, or guard, sits vigil near the
deceased while in our care. Psalms are recited as com-
fort to the soul. Tradition tells us that the Shechina, the
feminine aspect of God, accompanies the body and
soul until the burial. Ancient writings about Tahara, or
ritual preparation, describe the Shechina resting at the
head of the deceased. She is Shefa, the divine flow of
abundance and healing. Poetry from Shir haShirim, the
Songs of Songs, is read, praising the beauty of the
human form as the vessel for our divine spark -
Neshama. The burial garments have draw strings which
are lovingly tied in slip knots with three bows, creating
the shape of Shin.

And finally Shuvah, or return, as the body returns to the
earth and Neshama returns to The Source.

Shin is embedded in stone on the face of our new
home as a reflection of who we are and of our com-
mitment to the future of our Jewish community.

Please join us by making a gift 
to our building fund today.

Call Chesed Shel Emes today at 204-582-5088
or make your campaign gift online at ourtraditiion.ca

Previous home of Chesed Shel Emes - 
purchased in 1930

The new face of Chesed Shel Emes - 
to be opened in the spring of 2021



Ed. note: I’m taking a break from writing my usual “Short takes” column
this issue. It’s been a pretty exhausting past nine months - ever since the
province imposed its first lockdown, and for a while I wasn’t even sure that
this paper could continue publishing.

I’m glad to report that we’ve been able to withstand all the pressures that
made our continued existence questionable for a while - and, much to my
surprise, we’re doing better than ever. Yet, it’s been quite a challenge doing
so much more that’s involved in publishing this paper by myself, rather
than delegating it to others - which used to be the case prior to the pan-
demic.

From time to time I’ve been offering columns by Jonathan Tobin, who is
one of the most insightful commentators when it comes to matters of inter-
est to the Jewish community. In this week’s column he presents an interest-
ing argument to show how having young Jews participate in the Birthright
program leads to higher rates of marriage between Jews.

(Dec. 18, 2020 / JNS) What’s the point of pro-
grams that were designed to encourage young
people to embrace their Jewish identity? There
was little doubt about what was on the minds of
those supporting massive increases in funding
for Jewish education (both day schools and syn-
agogue schools), Jewish summer camps and trips
to Israel following the publication of the
National Jewish Population Study in 1990: inter-

marriage. Everyone studying the situation understood that, as that study
concluded (and as future surveys would confirm), if a majority of Jews
were marrying outside their faith, the result would have enormous conse-
quences for the future of the American Jewish community. 

It was that understanding that motivated what was initially called a drive
for “Jewish continuity.” While outreach to interfaith families was also rec-
ognized as a necessity, the prospect that among those who were not
Orthodox fewer children would be raised as Jews and have a Jewish edu-
cation meant a decline in a sense of Jewish peoplehood and a desire to raise
their own Jewish families in the future. A need to counteract these depress-
ing demographic trends led to the creation of the Taglit-Birthright Israel
program—a nonprofit educational program that takes young Jews on trips
to Israel—in 1994. 

Since then, more than 600,000 Jews have gone on Birthright. The Jewish
Futures Project, a program of the Cohen Center for Modern Jewish Studies
at Brandeis University, has just published a study analyzing the impact of
the trip on those who went in its first decade. The major takeaway from
this work is clear: Participants are much more likely to have a Jewish
spouse or partner when compared to a similar group of Jews who did-
n’t take a Birthright trip. Some 55 percent of those who went on
Birthright wound up with a Jewish spouse or partner compared to only 39
percent of those who didn’t. The impact on participants being engaged
Jewishly or connected to Israel in some manner is similarly clear. 

The numbers don’t mean
that Birthright is a magic bul-
let for promoting in-mar-
riage. It’s also possible to
argue that people who chose
to go on such a trip were
already more likely to be
involved Jewishly in their
subsequent lives, as well as
to have a Jewish family. But
no matter how you analyze
the data, it’s clear that the
investment in Birthright is
responsible for results that
are strengthening Jewish
commitment among those
who took part.

Even though this is exactly
what those who funded and
supported this massive effort
wanted, some people aren’t
very happy about it. As a
Times of Israel article delin-
eates, the talk about greater
numbers of Jews marrying
Jews is upsetting the inter-
faith outreach movement.
And the notion that

Birthright is somehow being perceived as a tool to prevent intermarriage
also seems to be making the authors of the study nervous. A lot has changed
since 1994, and anything that even implies that there is something wrong
with Jews marrying non-Jews has become a taboo subject in the organized
Jewish world.

While the 1990 study generated a boom in efforts to decrease intermar-
riage, within two decades—the very period covered by the study of
Birthright participants—the organized Jewish world had shifted in the way
it thought about the subject. By the time the Pew Research Center pub-
lished its authoritative “Portrait of Jewish Americans” in 2013, the inter-
marriage rates had continued to grow with more than 70 percent of non-
Orthodox Jews intermarrying.

The news wasn’t all bad. The children of intermarriage were less likely
to get a Jewish education, but a majority still identified as Jews in one way
or another. The fastest-growing demographic Jewish group was termed
“Jews of no religion”—people who didn’t practice Judaism or affiliate or
take part in Jewish life in the way that Jews traditionally did but who
nonetheless called themselves Jewish. This clear expression of pride in
having Jewish origins reflected their widespread acceptance in almost
every sector of American society and a marked decline in anti-Semitism
since non-Jews were increasingly willing to marry Jews—something that
was not true in earlier eras. 

But it also meant that synagogues were hemorrhaging members, and phil-
anthropic organizations like Jewish Federations and other groups were rais-
ing less money and attracting fewer supporters. Since merely identifying as
a Jew didn’t encourage the formation of Jewish families or increased par-
ticipation in Jewish activities or a sense of Jewish peoplehood—that
would, for example, promote, solidarity with the State of Israel—the rise of
the Jews of no religion must be considered an ominous demographic trend
that will ultimately lead to the implosion of the non-Orthodox population.

But while the impact of intermarriage was even more serious than previ-
ous studies had indicated, the community’s willingness to act on the issue
or even discuss it had changed markedly. The sheer ubiquity of intermar-
riage among the non-Orthodox meant that most of those involved had inter-
married children and grandchildren and were reluctant to countenance any-
thing that would treat such people as a problem to be solved rather than a
resource to be celebrated.

That has, in turn, given birth to a growing emphasis in the organized
Jewish world on outreach with little or no overt talk of encouraging
endogamy. Outreach programs have clearly done a lot to help intermarried
families find a place in the Jewish community. But this emphasis, while not
enough to satisfy those who believe welcoming and empowering this group
should be the Jewish world’s priority, has also led to an atmosphere in
which Jewish groups fear being identified with any effort that is seen as
reducing intermarriage.

Hence, the reaction to the Birthright study has not been so much celebra-
tion as worry among some of those speaking up that the talk about in-mar-
riage is insulting to the intermarried and promoting a distorted view of
Jewish identity.

It’s true that, as outreach proponents argue, there is a lot more to being
Jewish than marrying a Jew. But Jewish families are the bedrock upon
which identity is forged. Schools, camps and trips to Israel are important.
But a home where Judaism is actively practiced (rather than merely being
a limited set of rituals that are observed without faith and which are com-
peting against the traditions of other faiths), and where Jewish concerns
and values remain at the core of the family’s identity, is far more important.
One needn’t think ill of the intermarried or be unwilling to welcome them
into the community to understand that such a result is a lot more likely if
both spouses/partners are Jewish.

A rational response to the Birthright study is not to downplay the impact
on intermarriage but to double down on it. Trips to Israel are just one ele-
ment that can reinforce Jewish identity, and in a free country where none
are obligated to follow their parents’ path and all are Jews by choice, rising
rates of intermarriage are a given. But this study should encourage, rather
than discourage, the organized Jewish world to ramp up efforts that are
specifically designed to increase the possibility that Jewish families are
formed. It’s time for Jewish groups to stop being afraid to speak about
endogamy. It’s no insult to the intermarried to recognize that doing so is
absolutely vital to the Jewish future.

Jonathan S. Tobin is editor in chief of JNS—Jewish News Syndicate.
Follow him on Twitter at: @jonathans_tobin.

A new study shows that the Birthright Israel program is having a positive impact on participants’
decision to marry a Jewish partner. That has angered interfaith outreach advocates.

Is there something wrong with a program that encourages in-marriage?
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Comment

Australian writer highlights centrality
of Jerusalem, Israel to Judaism

Folksbiene Chanukah Spectacular
Dear Bernie,
The ‘Folksbiene Chanukah Spectacular’ (The Jewish Post & News

Nov.11th edition) was a fabulous virtual concert which took place on
Dec.8th. This was a celebration of 106 years of the National Yiddish
Theatre Folksbiene in New York. A cast of well known greeters and world
class musical theatre performers made up this star-studded happening.

What really amazed me was that several of these performers have actu-
ally been here in Winnipeg during the ten-year run of the Mameloshen
Fesrival of Yiddish Entertainment and Culture, which began in 2008 and
ran until 2018. 

Thanks to the vision of  Laurie Mainster “Z”L”, chair of the I.L.Peretz
Folk School Endowment Trust, and  the enthusiasm of Tamar Barr, long
time Assistant Executive Director of the Rady J.C.C., the concert series
served as a venue for  local talent as well as an opportunity for
Winnipeggers to enjoy world class entertainment without going to places
like New York and at least Toronto.

Zalman Mlotek, the Artistic Director of the Folksbiene, was actually here
four times, each time presenting a different program with different per-
formers. Joanne Borts, Daniel Kahn, Lisa Fishman, Elmore James, and
Heather Klein, all featured in the ‘Folksbiene Chanukah Spectacular’ have
all graced our Mameloshen stage. Just thinking of having heard these
artists here before, added to my enjoyment of the ‘Folksbiene Chanukah
Spectacular’!

Sharon Love

In an opinion piece published in the December
9 edition of The Jewish Press, writer Justin
Amler builds a compelling case for the cen-

trality of Jerusalem and Israel to Judaism and
those of us who identify with the Jewish people.

Amler, who is based in Australia, begins his the-
sis with a comparison of two photos which
demonstrate the differing directions of those who
love Israel – and would be considered Zionists –
and those who may be Jewish by birth (or conver-

sion) but reject Israel.
In one photo is a group of people holding up signs proudly proclaiming

that while they are Jewish, they are not Zionist.
The second photo is that of a group of new arrivals to Israel from

Ethiopia – part of the continuing ingathering of the exiles.  In that picture,
the Ethiopian arrivals are excitedly waving Israeli flags.

“When I see this,” he writes, “it’s hard not to get emotional. It’s hard not
to feel dread and hope at the same time. It’s hard not to feel joy and anger.
In one picture, I see the past disappear in a dark abyss of hopelessness and
deep despair and in the other I see a joyous future so full of unlimited hope
and incredible brightness.”

Amler observes that “there is a sickness going on right now in some parts
of our people – a sickness that doesn’t bring on a fever or a cough, but a
sickness that wipes away the history and identity of all those who have it –
the complete and utter loss of Jewish identity.

“Jews who hold signs that want us to believe they are proud Jews, yet
anti-Zionist, have lost their identity. They have given away their heritage,
their nationality, their history, their culture, their religion and everything
else that made them Jews in the first place. The great tragedy is that they
have done so willingly.”

He argues that these “misguided Jews”, who “either knowingly or mali-
ciously, come to believe that Zionism is some political colonialist move-
ment invented by Europeans to displace indigenous Arab people serve the
Jew haters in ways those haters can only ever have dreamt of”.

That is the case, he writes, because in these Jews, Jew- and Israel-haters
have found people who truly wish destruction upon their own people.

Zionism, he goes on to point out, is not a political movement and it never
has been. “As much as these people want to divorce Zionism from
Judaism, they can’t,” he writes. “It’s intertwined in every way. Our festi-
vals are about our land. Our prayers tell us to turn to Jerusalem. Our bible
is about the liberation in our land. Our stories are about our prophets who
walked the same earth that modern day Israel lies on.

“It is a story about a promise that hasn’t died.”
Therefore, he argues, Jews standing against Zionism is “both illogical

and nonsensical. “You cannot separate Jews as a people and Israel as our
Jewish land – and all who do so are destined to disappear – just as these
Jews will, for it is simply a matter of time before they fade from the Jewish
world through intermarriage and lack of self-awareness or care as to their
own identity. They will simply become irrelevant.

“You cannot build a future for your people if you reject your past. And
make no mistake – they have.”

In the second picture, he sees the true meaning of what Zionism is. He
sees our people who have been scattered across the world for so long
returning home. He sees in their faces “the joy and the light of what return-
ing to Israel means”. He sees “appreciation and love and pride” as well as
deep understanding of Zionism that those in the first picture can never truly
understand”.

Zionism, he writes, is about the connection between a people to their land
– a people from the past who have survived into the future.

“Zionism is about Jewish self-determination in our own land of Israel. It
is a dynamic living force that connects Jews from every corner of the world
– a beacon of hope that shines for our people like a flame atop a mountain
that will never die.”

I would add that those secular Jews who reject Israel because they
believe that it is wrong for a country that discriminates on the basis of reli-
gion or ethnicity – Saudi Arabia, for example, where non-Muslims are not
welcome to become citizens – or Japan or Switzerland – are wrong about
Israel.  Although Israel is a nation state that follows Judaic practices,
observes Jewish holidays and gives preference to Jewish immigrants, Israel
does not restrict citizenship only to those of Jewish birth or Jews by choice
– 20% of the population is Muslim, Christian or other – nor does it treat
religious minorities as second-class citizens – as is the case in almost all
Muslim-majority countries.  (The only exception is the requirement for
compulsory military service – although Muslims and Christians can vol-
unteer – and many do. Haredi Jews are also exempted from compulsory
military service.)

Any Jew who believes otherwise has swallowed the lies of the anti-
Semites.

By

MYRON LOVE

LETTER

Miss France beauty pageant runner-up
gets anti-Semitic hate online after 

saying her father is Israeli

By CNAAN LIPHSHIZ
Dec. 20, 2020 (JTA) — The

runner-up in the Miss France
beauty pageant received a tor-
rent of anti-Semitic tweets
and other online messages
after telling a judge in the
contest that her father is
Israeli.

“I have an array of origins:
my mother is Serbo-Croat, my
father Israeli-Italian. This
gave me a passion for geogra-
phy and the discerning of
other cultures,” April
Benayoum told the contest’s
audience Saturday night,
according to the Jerusalem
Post.

The tweets, including one
in which the author wrote “Hitler forgot about you,” provoked condemna-
tions from some of France’s top politicians, including Marlene Schaippa,
the minister delegate in charge of citizenship.

“MissFrance2021 is not a contest in antisemitism,” Schaippa wrote. “Full
support to April Benayoun, who has been the target of unprecedented anti-
Semitic hate speech after revealing her origins.”

LICRA, the International League against Racism and Anti-Semitism,
announced Saturday that it is taking legal action against multiple individu-
als who sent the messages. Interior Minister  Gérald Darmanin said law
enforcement is already “on the case,” which he called “shocking” and “will
not go answered.”

Benayoum, 21, holds the title of Miss Provence, a region in southern
France.

Amandine Petit, who won the overall title of Miss France, told La
Depeche that the tweets on Benayoum were “very disappointing” and said
she “fully supports” Benayoum.

April Benayoum competes on stage
during the Miss France beauty contest
at the Puy-du-Fou, in Les Epesses,
western France, Dec. 20, 2020. (Loic

Venance/AFP via Getty Images)



ering 400 meals a week.
As well, in conjunction
with JCFS, Gwen Secter
had just launched a new
initiative: “The Medical
Transportation for

Seniors Hotline”. In that issue I wrote: “According to Becky Chisick, ‘This
program is available for seniors & those with limited mobility. Call the hot-
line at 204-899-1696 and we will arrange safe one on one, door to door
transportation to medical appointments for a subsidized rate.’ 

In our September issue I reported on the hiring of Danielle Tabacznik to
fill the position of  “Senior Concierge” at JCFS. Danielle described her
duties this way: “I’ll be reaching out to seniors in the Jewish community
who may or may not be isolated and who may not be connected to services.
I’ll be checking in with them to make sure they’re doing okay…to see
whether they do need referrals to services. I’ll also be asking them whether
they’re feeling isolated, what programs or services might help them.”

The months of November and December, however, have seen a horren-
dous increase in the daily number of COVID cases being reported – not just
here in Manitoba, but it seems throughout the globe as well (with few
exceptions). And, although I’ve been in fairly regular contact with Becky
Chisick, it’s been some time since I had asked her how many meals the
Gwen Secter kitchen was now turning out.

When I spoke with Becky on Tuesday, December 15, she told me that
Galia and Cathy (who now have a part-time assistant to help them) had
turned out an astounding 606 meals the previous week. So – in nine short
months, the Gwen Secter kitchen has gone from producing 60 meals a
week for delivery to over 600 meals a week!

I suppose it’s easy to get distracted by the numbers: Gwen Secter now
producing over 600 meals a week for delivery; 195 additional cases for
JCFS. But let’s remember: Those numbers represent members of our com-
munity who are most in need of assistance. We’re extremely fortunate that

our Jewish communi-
ty has developed a
sophisticated infra-
structure capable of
meeting the needs of
those less fortunate –
and that the organiza-
tions primarily tasked
with funding the orga-
nizations that are
attending to the needs
of those most in need
of help have also risen
to the challenge, espe-
cially the Jewish
Foundation and the
Jewish Federation –
together with so many
members of our com-
munity who have
stepped up with
increased financial
support. 

Given that we’re
nearing the end of
2020, however, I
thought it appropriate
to speak with some-
one who has found
himself coordinating

a very important component of our
community’s response to the COVID
pandemic: Al Bennaroch, Executive
Director of Jewish Child and Family
Service.

Al took some time from his very
busy schedule to discuss the pressures
he’s witnessed in his job since the end
of March – and how JCFS has been
handling the increased workload that’s
come with having to attend to the ter-
rible psychological toll that COVID
has exacted on so many of us.

I said to Al that the last time I had
spoken with him was in the spring. I
wondered whether there “has been
much of an increase in JCFS’s client
load?”

He responded: “It depends on the
program.” As we were talking, he said
he was going to run a program on his
computer to give some comparative
figures.

“Let’s go back to April 1st,” he said. “I’ll run it from April 1st to today
(Dec. 18) and we’ll take a look at what our caseload numbers look like in
terms of new intakes.”

After running the program Al offered the following information: “We’ve
had 195 new cases in all areas. Typically we might see on average five new
cases a month. (The 195 new cases represent an average of over 20 new
cases a month.) “Most of those have been in areas that require emotional
support.

“Our counselling program, for example, has seen 45 new cases. We’ve
seen 33 older adult new cases…nine Holocaust survivors”- who weren’t
previously clients, have been added to JCFS’s client list…Addictions -
we’ve had four new cases.

“Our aging mental health program - which is seniors living with a men-
tal health issue - we’ve had six new cases in that area.”

“We’ve had seven people who have approached us for financial assis-
tance,” Al noted, but then he added this observation: “My counterparts
across the country (in other Jewish family service agencies) have not seen
a huge increase in requests for financial support - other than the homeless
situation in Toronto. They have a big Jewish homeless situation.

“I think that our federal government has done just enough - with pro-
grams like CERB, that have been enough to tide people over.

“A lot of American agencies are saying that they have seen an increase
(in requests for financial assistance).” Al suggested that’s a reflection of the
different American political system.

“Our employment support program has seen 25 new cases - that’s for
newcomers mostly, although it also includes some people who have been
laid off during the pandemic,” he noted. 

There are also newcomers to the city - who have been continuing to
arrive (even during the pandemic - something we noted in our Dec. 9 issue
when we quoted Elaine Goldstine, CEO of the Jewish Federation, as say-
ing that 27 new families had arrived in Winnipeg since the start of the pan-
demic).

I turned the subject to the high number of deaths that we’ve been wit-
nessing in the Jewish community, especially in the past two months - as
well as the community at large. While certainly a significant number of
deaths are attributable to COVID (11 at the Simkin Centre, for instance,
although one of those deaths occurred in a hospital, not in the centre itself),
looking at Chesed Shel Emes’s database, there have already been 146
deaths as of the beginning of January - and not all Jews who pass away are
taken to Chesed Shel Emes. 

I wondered whether
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Dear Bernie,
Thank you for reaching out and for

your interest in the Rady JCC Early
Learning Programs.

The individual (who tested positive for COVID) was at our main Early
Learning Centre: The Kaufman Child Care Centre,   located on the Asper
Jewish Community Campus – 123 Doncaster Street.  This individual was
asymptomatic (for the full days of care) on Monday, November 30,
Tuesday, December 1 and Tuesday, December 2 but symptoms became
prevalent the following day. The individual did not visit the Centre on
December 3rd and was directed to get tested and notify the Director of the
results. This individual was in contact with the infant/toddler cohort. The
Rady was advised of a positive result for that individual in the late evening
of Saturday, December 5th.

The Centre was closed on Monday, December 7th for a deep cleanse and
disinfection while waiting for Public Health to advise on all steps required

to follow in order to be able to reopen as soon as possible. The David and
Ruth Asper Early Learning Centre remained open and care continued to be
offered for all the children registered at that location. There have been no
cases at this site or the possibility of cross contamination with the individ-
ual that tested positive.

The Centre was reopened on Tuesday, December 8th to all those that are
registered with the exception of those children and educators that may have
been in contact with the individual. Health Link advised the Rady Early
Learning Centres Director to inform those individuals to self-isolate until
Wednesday, December 16. All educators were asked to get tested and each
of them reported a Negative result.

The Kaufman Childcare Centre was reopened to  families of children in
the  infant/toddler cohort on Thursday, December 17th.

Twenty-eight  children (12 infants & 16 toddlers) compose the infant/tod-
dler cohort at this location. The Centre provides service for 113 children in
total.

Rady daycare
(Continued from page 1)

JCFS/
Gwen Secter Centre
(Continued from page 1)

Two unsung heroes at the 
Gwen Secter Centre:

GALINA MELENEVSKA
(left) - food service manager 

CATHY KOLTOWSKI - cook
These two ladies have been
responsible for increasing the
number of meals delivered to
shut-ins each week from 60 pre-
pandemic to over 600 the first
week in December.

Continued on opposite page. See “JCFS”.
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social isolation has been a con-
tributing factor in some of those

deaths, especially in personal care homes such as the Simkin Centre.
While Al suggested that the analysis hasn’t been done yet as to whether

depression resulting from isolation has been a significant factor in the num-
ber of deaths, he did say that “We’ve been working with Simkin. We’re
going to offer supports to families that have lost someone at Simkin due to
COVID. We want to see whether they want to avail themselves of it.”

Al added that one of the responsibilities of JCFS is to offer help to the
entire community, including other Jewish agencies. “That could mean sup-
porting the staff of organizations that are stressed at this time.”

On that point I wondered whether JCFS still has a full complement of
staff.

“We’ve had to reduce the hours of some people…there was a fledgling
executive assistant - she was a student. We laid her off; she was fine with
that.

“Essentially we’ve been ramping up some of our staff” (including the
senior concierge position referenced earlier.) 

“A lot of our older adult cases have come to us through the senior
concierge position,” Al explained.

He noted, as well, that plans are afoot to send students into the commu-
nity in January, wearing full Personal Protective Equipment, to help train
seniors in the use of iPads. “We just put out an order for an additional 10-
15 iPads that we’re going to get out into the community,” Al said.

“I have a plan where we can expand our volunteer coordination compo-
nents so that we can take on more volunteers and perform more outreach to
people,” Al observed.

I asked how many phone caller volunteers there are right now?
“Right now I think we have 15-17 active phone caller volunteers,” Al

answered. “If that’s something we can expand beyond the walls of JCFS
clientele - I’m going to explore that. In this day and age phone calls are the
best we can do - until we can reinstate face to face visits.

“Of course, we’re prioritizing like we did in the spring,” Al continued.
“We’re prioritizing the most vulnerable, the most at risk. Those are: the
elderly, clients living with mental health issues, and clients living with
addiction issues.”

Speaking of addiction issues, Al noted that “we’re no different than the
rest of the world. We’re seeing a rise in opiate use - because that’s the drug
that’s available. We’re seeing a rise in alcohol use. 

“Anecdotally, we’re seeing a rise in domestic violence…A lot of other
Jewish communities, for instance Hamilton, have seen a sharp rise in
domestic violence - directly proportional to the degree of lockdown…
We’re seeing more tensions rising with parenting issues,” he also observed.

Something else that I suggested to Al I had found when I wrote my arti-
cle in June about how JCFS was helping various members of the commu-
nity was that some of the individuals with whom I spoke back then might
be described as being “on the periphery of the community”. Some of them
had recently moved back to Winnipeg after being away for years, others
had never really been involved much with the Jewish community, per se. I
said that, while each of the individuals with whom I spoke back then was
quite appreciative of the assistance rendered by JCFS, I wondered whether
it was Al’s impression that more individuals who might also be considered
on the periphery of the community had been availing themselves of the var-
ious forms of assistance rendered by JCFS?

Al responded that “the Jewish Federation has a pretty robust data base.
Unlike a city like Toronto - it’s hard to hide in Winnipeg if you’re Jewish -
someone knows someone who knows someone.

“Look, as of today we have 2262 cases at JCFS. We’re looking at 5900
people altogether. We’re talking 40% of our community that somehow gets
impacted by our work. If we’re helping mum and dad, and they have three
kids at home, the kids are being impacted by the help.”

I asked about newcomers to our community, saying that many of them
wouldn’t have the family support networks that long-established members
of our community would have - that could provide both financial and emo-
tional support. I wondered whether JCFS had seen any sort of an increase
in requests for assistance from newcomers as a result?

“I don’t know,” Al answered. “I’d have to dig deeper in the statistics.”
“Are they aware of the services you provide?” I asked.
“Oh yes. We have ramped up outreach to clients in every area, including

our newcomer area.

He added this observation: “The pandemic has created new problems, but
the old problems don’t go away either.

“But, the beauty of our community is that we’ve received many calls
from people saying: ‘I’m really worried about so and so. Can you do any-
thing to help?’ And we reach out to those people.

“Sure, there are some people who fall through the cracks, but our goal is
to catch as many of them as we can before they fall too far.”

“Is it predominantly seniors we’re talking about here?” I asked.
“So far, yes,” Al said. “When I look at our numbers our highest areas of

growth have been in counseling - but that’s open to all members of the
community. But our senior program has had 33 new cases since April.”

Yet, other areas within JCFS’s mandate have commanded more attention
as well. For instance, Al noted that “we had our clients in the mental health
program not attending doctor’s appointments. We were trying to get to the
bottom of why. The theme that kept running through was ‘We’re too anx-
ious to take the bus - even with precautions’. So, they were actually avoid-
ing doctors’ appointments and, in turn, getting bloodwork done, getting
new prescriptions - which, in turn, was further destabilizing.

“So, we were able to get some money through a directed gift through the
(Jewish) Foundation to cover off on cab rides for people to get to their
appointments.”

“If there’s a will, there’s a way, and we want to get people through these
challenging times and get them the service that they require.”

Finally, I asked whether there’s anything new to report on finding a sec-
ond location for JCFS – a project which has been ongoing for more than a
year. While Al did say that they’re “continuing to press forward on feasi-
bility and costs,” there won’t likely be anything more to report on the sub-
ject until the spring.” 

If you would like to contact either JCFS or the Gwen Secter Centre to
find out more about help they are able to provide, the JCFS phone number
is 204-477-7430, while the Gwen Secter Centre’s phone number is 204-
339-1701.

(Continued from opposite page)

Trump rescinds Sudan’s terrorist
status as it closes in on ties with Israel

By RON KAMPEAS 
Dec. 14, 2020 WASHINGTON (JTA) — The Trump administration

rescinded Sudan’s status as a state sponsor of terrorism, part of the effort
to establish ties between Israel and the Arab country.

“This represents a fundamental change in our bilateral relationship
toward greater collaboration and support for Sudan’s historic democratic
transition,” Secretary of State Mike Pompeo said Dec. 14 in a statement.
“This achievement was made possible by the efforts of Sudan’s civilian-led
transitional government to chart a bold new course away from the legacy
of the Bashir regime and, in particular, to meet the statutory and policy cri-
teria for rescission.”

Sudan has been on the list since 1993 and has been pressing for rescis-
sion since a military coup last year deposed longtime Sudanese President
Omar al-Bashir, who was subsequently convicted of corruption. Bashir
presided over the country during the Darfur ethnic conflict, which involved
what the International Criminal Court has deemed war crimes by the
Sudanese government. U.S. Jewish groups led campaigning against the
government-backed massacres.

Sudan also for years harbored Osama bin Laden, the Al Qaeda founder
who helped carry out the Sept. 11, 2001 attacks.

As part of the deal agreed to Monday, Sudan has reportedly agreed to pay
$335 million to the victims of Al Qaeda’s attacks on the U.S. embassies in
Tanzania and Kenya in 1998 and the USS Cole in 2000. Victims of the
Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks have so far refused to settle and some
Democrats say they may try to block the rescission until those claims are
settled as well.

President Trump announced in October that he had brokered a normal-
ization agreement between Israel and Sudan. But Sudan insisted that the
U.S. first remove it from its list of states that sponsor terrorism.

Trump has also in recent months brokered normalization agreements
between Israel and Morocco, the United Arab Emirates, and Bahrain. The
UAE is simultaneously getting advanced U.S. stealth fighters that critics
say hurts Israel’s “qualitative military edge” in the region.

The Trump administration has also recognized Morocco’s claim to the
disputed Western Sahara as part of their negotiations.

Sudan's Sovereign Council chief General Abdel Fattah al-Burhan speaks in
the capital Khartoum, Sept. 26, 2020. (Ashraf Shazly/AFP via Getty Images)
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Canadian Jewish News to be revived in January – in a non-print format
Introduction:
The Canadian Jewish Record is a website

that was created following the closure of the
Canadian Jewish News in April. (The CJN
had also closed in 2012 until it was rescued by
a group of supporters.)

In a story posted to its website on Dec. 14
the Canadian Jewish Record reported that the
Canadian Jewish News is about to be revived,
but in quite a different format than the previ-
ous version.

Here is what the Canadian Jewish Record
reported:

The Canadian Jewish News is returning,
again, starting in January.

The CJN plans a comeback beginning next
month, but with no weekly print edition in the works. A new direction is
planned.

“It’s going to be a lot more multifaceted,” promised Bryan Borzykowski,
the new president of the board of directors.

The flagship weekly newspaper and its website folded in April amid
declining advertising revenues, with the COVID pandemic’s economic
fallout providing the final nail in the coffin.

The CJN’s demise left Canada’s estimated 390,000 Jews – the fourth,
possibly third largest Jewish community in the world – without a national
voice.

The went online in May to serve as a national outlet for Jewish news and
commentary during The CJN’s absence.

It was the second time The CJN went under. The paper folded in 2013 but
revived after a groundswell of community support. Yoni Goldstein became
editor in early 2014. He will continue in that role.

“Before the closure, we had been talking about revamping the website
and e-newsletter, and Yoni was already doing some interesting things with
podcasts,” said Borzykowski, a Winnipeg-based business journalist and
consultant who wrote a campus column for The CJN when he was 19.

“But the fact that it went on hiatus allows us to speed a lot of the previ-
ous plans up. Now we can start with a clean slate.”

With the traditional media model increasingly a relic, content these days
“is wide-ranging and you have to meet people where they are,”
Borzykowski said.

That will translate into podcasts, electronic newsletters, a website, video,
events, and even print – not a newspaper, but more in-depth, twice annual
magazines at Passover and Rosh Hashanah.

There may even be forays into books. The CJN, working with the Lola
Stein Institute, put out a coffee table book, Northern Lights, around the
time the paper shut down.

Plans call for a new website in the next few months, though the old one
may be used for content in the meantime, Borzykowski said.

It will be a slower, careful re-launch.
“While we have big plans, we’re also not busting out of the gate in the

first week of January,” Borzykowski said. “We’re thinking of ourselves as
a startup in a way, with a more nimble and entrepreneurial staff.”

There is a fresh board of directors and new donors; Borzykowski won’t
say how much money is on the table. The publication is speaking to foun-
dations for support, and a major breakthrough came when The CJN was
granted charitable status, meaning donations will be tax-deductible.

Fundraising will be a bigger part of The CJN’s culture, Borzykowski said.
Another revenue generator will be advertising.
“We are looking forward to developing relationships with advertisers that

grow as we do,” Goldstein told the CJR, “and to making the case for why
advertising in The CJN is a sound business and community investment.”

The CJN will also explore creating sponsored content for various parts of
the network, such as branded podcasts, video, and articles.

Apart from surviving financially, a vexing issue for any Jewish publica-
tion has been finding the balance between catering to loyal, often older
readers, and appealing to younger ones and to those outside major urban
centres.

The re-launched CJN will “definitely” want to reach a younger as well as
more national audience, said Borzykowski, with focus beyond the Toronto-
Montreal corridor.

“We want to talk to people in Vancouver, Calgary, Winnipeg and smaller
towns where Jews may not have an opportunity to be as connected to
Jewish culture as they would like to be, and may not even know they want
to be,” he said. “We will reach younger readers through the content we cre-
ate. This iteration will still report on serious issues, but we’ll be more fun,
too.”

The founders of the CJR, publisher Bernie Farber and editor Ron Csillag,
a former CJN reporter, never intended it to become permanent. The web-
site was meant as a bridge to The CJN’s eventual return, and the two pub-
lications will likely work together in the future.

The CJR did not accept advertising, was free, and completely volunteer-
driven.

“The CJR was a Canadian Jewish communal
tzedakah experiment that demonstrated the
love and longing that Jews have one another,”
stated Farber. “All of us worked on behalf of
community to keep us together during a very
difficult time, and it was done from the heart
and soul. We welcome back The CJN and look
forward to a cooperation that will be a credit to
the entire Jewish community.”

The eight months since The CJN’s shuttering
“have shown just how much Canadian Jews
miss The CJN,” Goldstein said. “I’m looking
forward to reviving that connection, and build-
ing lots of new ones. And I’m determined to do
so in a way that will be sustainable for the long
run.”

The CJN “will once again be the go-to source for Canadian Jews when it
comes to community news, diverse, insightful commentary from across the
Jewish spectrum, arts, religion, food and culture. I expect there will be
plenty of surprises along the way, too. That’s the fun part.”

Winnipegger 
BRYAN

BORZYKOWSKI
new president of the 

CJN board of directors

YONI GOLDSTEIN
editor of the CJN until
it folded in April. He
will resume that role.

Netanyahu after receiving COVID-19 vaccine:
‘I feel great; go get vaccinated’

“One small shot for a man, one giant step for the health of mankind,”
says Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu after being inoculated
on live TV, kicking off the nation’s coronavirus vaccination drive.

(December 20, 2020 / JNS)
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu on Sunday issued an
update on his status after becoming
the first Israeli to receive Pfizer’s
COVID-19 vaccine a day earlier,
saying he felt fine and urging all
Israelis to follow suit. 

“I feel great; go get vaccinated.
We are emerging from the darkness
of the coronavirus into a great
light,” said the prime minister. 

He warned, however, that it was
not yet time for people to let their
guard down. 

“It is precisely at this time that I
ask that everybody be strict about
the rules: Distance, hands, masks
and avoiding gatherings. The
quicker that everyone is vaccinated, the quicker we will return to normal-
cy … We need your help; it depends on all of us,” stressed Netanyahu.

Netanyahu and Israeli Health Minister Yuli Edelstein were inoculated at
Sheba Medical Center in Ramat Gan on live television, kicking off the
country’s vaccination drive in what Netanyahu called “a very great day for
the State of Israel.”

After receiving the injection, Netanyahu quipped, paraphrasing astronaut
Neil Armstrong’s famous moon-landing quote: “Of that it was said, one
small shot for a man—one giant step for the health of mankind.”

Health Minister Edelstein said the vaccination drive would “test the
resilience of Israeli society,” but expressed confidence that it would pass
with flying colors.

“I am certain that all of us will demonstrate responsibility for one anoth-
er,” he said, adding, “This vaccine is safe; come and get vaccinated.”

Netanyahu added a special message of gratitude to Pfizer chairman and
CEO Albert Bourla, whom he called “a new personal friend of mine, but a
huge friend of the State of Israel, and a friend of all humanity.”

“What they [Pfizer] have done is unbelievable. What is even less of a
given is that Israel is among the first countries to be vaccinating,” he said.

Israel inked a $237.5 million deal  with Pfizer last month for 8 million
doses of the vaccine, sufficient to inoculate nearly half the country’s pop-
ulation.

On Dec. 6, the Israeli Health Ministry announced in a joint statement
with the Prime Minister’s Office that the country had signed a deal with
Moderna to triple  the number of vaccines it will purchase from the com-
pany in 2021, from 2 million to 6 million doses, sufficient to vaccinate 3
million citizens. Israel is also in the midst of clinical trials  for its own vac-
cine, called BriLife.

Of the 61,962 COVID-19 tests administered on Saturday, 3.1 percent
were positive, according to Health Ministry data. There were 1,866 new
cases of infection recorded over the past 24 hours, bringing the total num-
ber of active cases to 24,077. As of Sunday, there were 447 people listed in
serious condition due to the virus, 143 of whom were in critical condition.
Since the onset of the pandemic, 3,074 people have died of the disease.

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu is inoculated against
COVID-19 by his personal physi-
cian, Dr. Tzvi Herman
Berkowitz, at Sheba Medical
Center in Ramat Gan, on Dec.
19, 2020. The text in the back-
ground reads, “Vaccinate, win!”
Photo by Amos Ben Gershom/GPO.
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Danny Finkleman - more than just “Finkleman’s 45’s”

And then there is Danny
Finkleman. For many
of us that grew up in

the 50s and 60s - when we
think of the 1970s and 80s the
name Dan Finkleman comes
to mind as someone who
carved out a career stemming
from his curiosity and interest

in music. I know, -  as I was with him for a chunk of his
journey. 

Dan Finkleman was a product of the South End - 359
Niagara Street to be precise, the son of Sid (of Finkleman
Optometrists, if you can go back that far) and Dorothy
Finkleman, and brother to another well known ex-Winnipegger: Ken
Finkleman. 

Dan exuded colour even as a kid and that same personality still reigns
today. After Kelvin High School, he graduated from the University of
Manitoba  law school - more out of an obligation to his parents than any-
thing, since the legal world was never in the deck of cards for Dan. 

It was one of those chance moments at a party when a Winnipeg CBC
radio producer with whom Dan was acquainted, Heather Robertson,  sug-
gested he find interesting people to interview for local radio. He began with
the well-known Winnipeg artist Esther Warkov and from that emerged a
series of free lance interviews. 

Before you could say Danny Finkleman, he had a one-hour show on a
different topic every week. A popular national CBC radio show by the
name of “Matinee” picked it up and ran segments. That was in late 1968,
and soon Finkleman was asked to move to Toronto. It was not long before
Finkleman was doing interviews for a show recognized as one of the pre-
mier radio shows in the country: “ This Country In The Morning “ hosted
by the late Peter Gzowski. Dan was no longer thinking about torts and con-
tracts.

In the early 1970s Dan had his own time Saturday morning time slot from
10:0 AM to 11:30 with what was called “The Danny Finkleman Show”,
which contained interviews and other characters whom Dan invited as reg-
ular participants. This show had a wide following, although if you were at
synagogue that morning, you missed it. 

In 1982 Dan joined “Sunday Morning” on CBC, doing
short five to seven minute features. Still, with all of that
behind him, Dan was only warming up, as he was soon
asked to host a regular two-hour Saturday evening radio
show on CBC. 

Iin 1985 he aired the very first show of what would even-
tually became a 20-year run. Many readers will no doubt
recall that show:“ Finkleman’s 45’s.” Dan had a huge lis-
tening audience waiting to hear songs from yesteyear, his
introductions to those songs, and  Dan’s signature rants on
subjects of every kind, including his profound distaste for
email!

In radioland, 20 years is an eternity. It is hard to fathom
just how successful this show was, but one clue was the huge

fan base it acquired, eventually culminating in a Dan Finkleman Fan Club
- which still has members to this day. 

Still, when Dan gave it up, he was ready to move on. He reinvented him-
self in a new career that lasted  as long as his radio career, becoming a
stockbroker at Canaccord Capital in Toronto. 

Now, not many people could make that kind of a switch. But what Dan
had going for him was his innate curiosity and an interest in the stock mar-
ket. 

He never looked back. Dan retired a few years ago, but not before he
introduced one of his three children, Sam Finkleman, into the business.
Dan and his wife Kristen have three children and three grandchildren. 

The thing about Dan Finkleman is what you see is what you get. He is
the same guy he was in Grade 6 hanging around Queenston School - just
with a little less hair. He is also the same guy who used to sing in a quar-
tette with Danny Klass, Irving Tessler and me, known as the “Lo- Notes”.

He likes to return to his Winnipeg days and roots so that my lunches in
Toronto with Dan tend to focus on our glorious past. When Dan read the
article on Toppers in the JP&N, he reflected on his own AZA days with
Winnipeg 38s and his buddies from the time: Sid Robinovitch, Morley
Hollenberg, Charles Smithen, Earl Goodman, Richard Rosenblat, Brian
Rosner, Lenny Steingarten, Danny Klass, Fred Wintrobe, Ken Arenson and
Gerry Schwartz. 

And. when he’s not reflecting on his early times in Winnipeg, he is happy
to be at home stretched out on his La-Z-Boy - dog at his side. But of course,
if you listened to “Finkleman’s 45’s” you already knew that fact about Dan
Finkleman. He was - and remains a true Winnipeg personality.

By

GERRY POSNER

DANNY FINKLEMAN

Report: Saudi authorities remove anti-Semitic, anti-Zionist content from textbooks
The Institute for Monitoring Peace and Cultural Tolerance in School Education finds
attitudes in the kingdom towards Israel are becoming “more balanced and tolerant.”

By SHAHAR KLAIMAN
(December 20, 2020 / Israel Hayom)

Saudi authorities have been removing
anti-Semitic and anti-Zionist content
from the country’s textbooks for the
coming school year, a report by the
Jerusalem-based Institute for
Monitoring Peace and Cultural
Tolerance in School Education has
found. 

The report came amid growing specu-
lation of a potential rapprochement
between the Jewish state and the Arab
Gulf power. Saudi Arabia’s neighbors,
the United Arab Emirates and Bahrain,
normalized ties with Israel in September
in a deal brokered by the United States. Washington has made it no secret
that it would like to see Riyadh join the Abraham Accords before U.S.
President Donald Trump’s term in office ends next month. 

The monitoring group said that while it “did not find that new tolerant
material had been injected into the curriculum, a substantial amount of
offensive material had been removed.” 

The report said that many of the books no longer include the prediction
of a religious war in which Muslims would annihilate all Jews.
Furthermore, the classic anti-Semitic trope saying that “Zionist forces” use
nefarious methods to control the world has been dropped.

“Examining the trendline of our 2002, 2008 and even 2019 reports of the
Saudi curriculum, it is clear that these new 2020 textbooks represent an
institutional effort to modernize the Kingdom’s curriculum,” said
IMPACT-se CEO, Marcus Sheff. “The Saudi authorities have begun a
process of rooting out anti-Jewish hate.”

Attitudes towards Israel are becoming “more balanced and tolerant,” the
institute said, giving as an example the removal of an entire chapter that
was titled “the Zionist danger,” which delegitimized Israel’s right to exist.

More generally, the majority of ref-
erences to jihad have been removed,
whereas a decade ago the focus of the
curriculum was to prepare students for
martyrdom, the group found.

“This being said, anti-Israel content
does still remain in the curriculum,”
IMPACT-se noted. Hatred of Jews is
still present, including “a decontextu-
alized and ambiguous” story about
Jewish “wrongdoers,” who are
described as monkeys.

Despite this progress, the report
found that Israel is still not shown on
maps of the region, while Zionism is
depicted as a racist political move-

ment and in many places, the name “Israel” is replaced with “Zionist
enemy.”

According to the report, “There is clearly still work to be done. However,
the changes made thus far show promise for a moderate and tolerant cur-
riculum. Further improvements need to be made. But the overriding
impression is of a willingness to engage, to participate in dialogue regard-
ing curriculum content and finally move towards textbook reformation.”

Responding to the findings, a U.S. State Department official told Time
Magazine that Washington is “encouraged by the report that finds positive
changes in influential textbooks used throughout Saudi Arabia.”

The magazine quoted Fahad Nazer, spokesperson for the Saudi Embassy
in Washington, as saying that the kingdom is making “a very concerted
effort to remove all [offensive material] from the entire curriculum.”

Director of International Interreligious Affairs at the American Jewish
Committee Rabbi David Rosen presented the report to senior kingdom offi-
cials when he visited Riyadh at the invitation of ruler King Salman, the
statement said.

This article first appeared in Israel Hayom. 
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By BERNIE BELLAN
Winnipeg’s senior residences are

about to add a new member to the
retirement residence community
when The Courtyards at Linden
Pointe begin to welcome residents
this month.

Located immediately adjacent to
the Simkin Centre, The Courtyards
promise to deliver a level of com-
fort and a variety of amenities that
will place this residence on a level
unique to Winnipeg.

Here are just some of the features
that residents will be able to enjoy
at The Courtyards:

• Resort-style setting
• A modern fitness centre
• Convenience and 

Essentials Market
• Library
• Game room
• Media/Theatre room
• Beauty/barber salon
• Café

With suites, ranging in size from studio to 2 bedroom, 2 bath, The
Courtyards are bound to be the ultimate residence for seniors looking for
maximum comfort in a beautiful setting.

As well, there are two packages from which residents are able to choose
when it comes to levels of service: A Basic package and a Premium pack-
age.

And, for members of our Jewish community, the proximity of the Simkin
Centre will add many other advantages. For instance, if you’re looking to
enjoy a kosher meal – the Garden Café in the Simkin Centre will be just a
few short steps away. 

As well, discussions have already been held between representatives of
The Courtyards and the Simkin Centre about joint programming. And, once
we’re out of the current Covid nightmare and regular Shabbat services
resume at the Simkin Centre, you’d be able to attend those, also, High
Holiday services in the fall.

Something else that is bound to be a consideration for senior members of
our community would be being able to live next door to a spouse who
might be a resident of the Simkin Centre. We’re all aware just how difficult
it is for couples to have to live apart due to the particular needs that one
member of that couple might have which would require the constant care
that the Simkin Centre provides. 

Now, with The Courtyards located immediately adjacent to the Simkin
Centre, couples will be able to be as close as one could possibly hope with-
out both members of that couple actually living in the Simkin Centre
together. 

If you would like to find out more about how The Courtyards can meet –
and surpass, your expectations, why not arrange a tour? 

Call 204-560-3850.

The Courtyards at Linden Pointe about to welcome first residents

There are a variety of floor plans from
which to choose, ranging from studio to
1 bedroom to 2 bedroom.  All rooms
include a kitchenette. Cable TV and
Wifi are also included at no extra
charge.
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Chanukah celebrations

Submitted by 
Adriana Glikman
National Program
Coordinator,
B’nai Brith Canada

On December 6, in partner-
ship with JCFS, B’nai Brith
Canada delivered 100 kosher
food bags to bring big smiles
and warmth to families in
need in our community.

We cannot thank enough
the organizations, private
donors and amazing volun-
teers who helped us make
this meaningful project pos-
sible especially in these chal-
lenging times .

All the recipients were
truly grateful to receive a full
caring kosher food bag that
included healthy groceries,

home made soup, latkes, challah, Chanukiah, can-
dles, activities set, treats and even some beautiful
Chanukah cards done by children at the Rady JCC
day cares.

B’nai Brith Canada and Jewish Child & Family Service
join forces to deliver 100 food bags for Chanukah 

Adrian Glikman (left), National Program Coordinator, B’nai
Brith Canada; and Einat Paz, Manager of Volunteer Services,
Jewish Child & Family Service, with some of the 100 food bags
that were delivered to needy families within our community on
December 6.

Children in the Kaufman Silverberg Child
Care Centre at the Rady JCC contributed
dreidl cards to the bags.

From Dubai to hospitals to, yes, Zoom, here are some  
snapshots of how Jews around the world celebrated Hanukkah this year

By SHIRA FEDER
Dec. 18, 2020 (JTA) — What would Hanukkah be without parties?

That’s the question Jews around the world faced this winter, with the coro-
navirus pandemic making gatherings of any size unsafe. But as with the
other holidays that have taken place since the pandemic began in March,
celebrations adapted to meet the moment.

Here’s what some of themlooked like.

Clinton Hill, Brooklyn
In Brooklyn, Rabbi-activist

Yitzchok Moully, along with the
Chabad-affiliated Hadas Gallery
and Synagogue, created a
Hanukkah wall mural for passersby
to write on. The mural, which cov-
ers a 75-foot-wall, depicted local
community members holding up
candles, representing branches of
the menorah.

New York City
The car parade has become a fea-

ture of 2020 celebrations. In New
York City, a group of Chabad Jews
danced on top of a car in the center
of Times Square on Dec. 14, 2020,
while others drove around the city
in vehicles decked out for the holi-
day.

Zoom, virtual
Rabbi David Booth of

Congregation Kol Emeth in Palo
Alto, California, convened a Zoom
call  featuring one Conservative
rabbi from every state, at the end of
a year that included a presidential
election that felt divisive to many.
“This kind of national effort is a
way to strengthen Judaism in all 50
states,” said Booth.

Sydney, Australia
Australia was emerging from a

months-long lockdown as
Hanukkah began allowing some in-
person celebrations. Rabbi Dr.
Benjamin Elton lit the menorah in
The Great Synagogue on Dec. 17,
2020, in Sydney

Toronto, Canada
After Canadian officials placed

the city of Toronto into a hard lock-
down because of an increase in
cases, some rabbis attached giant
menorahs to their trucks and drove
around the city, bringing the sight to
Jews stuck inside their homes.

Italy
The chief rabbi of Rome,

Riccardo Di Segni, lit the Hanukkah
menorah on Dec. 15 in front of the
National Institute for Infectious
Diseases Lazzaro Spallanzani,
where thousands of patients with
COVID-19 received treatment. The
event was dedicated to the doctors
and health workers on the front line
of the coronavirus pandemic, which
hit Italy early and hard.

Casablanca, Morocco
A Moroccan rabbi, along with

other members of Casablanca’s
Jewish community, publicly lit the
menorah in a ceremony that took
place on the fifth night of
Hanukkah, days after Israel
announced that it would resume
diplomatic relations with Morocco.

Hamburg, Germany
A crane was required to lift Rabbi

Shmuel Havlin, director of Chabad
Lubavitch of Hamburg, high
enough to light his outdoor meno-
rah. The lighting occurred on the
Reesendamm Bridge at
Jungfernstieg and was broadcast on
Zoom.

Tel Aviv, Israel
Medical staff workers lit

Hanukkah candles and celebrated
with patients at the COVID-19 iso-
lation ward of Ichilov Hospital in
Tel Aviv on Dec. 15, 2020.
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Sioux Lookout doctor creates unique Chanukah experience
By BERNIE BELLAN

Sioux Lookout is a small
community in northwestern
Ontario with a population

around 5,000. There aren’t many
Jews in Sioux Lookout, although
there are three Jewish doctors
there – and a few other doctors
who have some Jewish blood,
according to Dr. Benji Goldstein,
who is a family physician in
Sioux Lookout.

So, when Benji, who moved to
Sioux Lookout five years ago,
began thinking how he could
bring an authentic Chanukah
experience to what is a pretty
remote part of the globe, he hit on
the idea of creating an ice Chanukiah, made up entirely of frozen ice blocks
in milk cartons. His first Chanukiah was made up of only  70 medical car-
tons – a puny effort in comparison to this year’s gargantuan project, which
is made up of 408 blocks of ice.

How did a nice Jewish boy get involved in building unmistakably Jewish
ice sculptures in the middle of yehupetz?

“Sioux Lookout may be pretty small,” Benji told me, “but it serves as a
medical hub for an area that geographically is the size of France.”

Benji Goldstein was born in Montreal, but grew up in Israel, which is
where his parents still live (along with most of his family). He returned to
Montreal though to attend McGill University for his medical degree, fol-
lowing which he and his young family moved to Sioux Lookout.

As a matter of fact the plan this year was for the Goldstein family to
move to Israel, but like just about everyone else’s plans, that plan was also
upended by COVID-19.

And, since he had already received quite a bit of recognition for his pre-

vious forays into ice sculpting
Chanukiahs, why not try and
outdo himself this year? he
thought.

There actually would have
been some very precise plan-
ning involved in building a
Chanukiah that actually is taller
than the Goldstein house, and
for that task, Benji relied on the
help of neighbours and many
others in Sioux Lookout who

were already aware of what had
become a signature landmark for
their town.

“I used 3.25% milk cartons for
the ice blocks,” Benji told me.

(Apparently those types of cartons are perfect for creating exactly the right
size ice block. Go figure.)

“One of my neighbours even switched from drinking 3% milk to 3.25%”
in order to be able to contribute to the project. (When I voiced concern
about the added fat that his neighbour would have consumed as a result, he
summarily dismissed my concerns. I hope he’s not setting himself up for a
medical malpractice suit.)

You can actually watch a time lapse sequence of photos showing the con-
struction of the Chanukiah on our Facebook page at 

As for how he lights up the Chanukiah, Benji explained: “It’s lit up by
LED wires threaded through the structure, with the electrical housing in an
ice casing hidden from view.”

Now, when Benji’s two children, Eitan, age 6, and Ron, age 2 ½, think
back years from now on their experience growing up in a remote part of
Ontario, they’ll be able to recall with pride their father’s ingenious way of
bringing Chanukah to an entire town.

Thank you to Dr. David Folk for this story idea

The ice Chanukiah in the begin-
ning stage. (Note the 408 milk car-
tons that were used to create the
ice blocks in the finished struc-
ture.)

The Chanukiah all lit up upon
completion. “It’s lit up by LED
wires threaded through the struc-
ture, with the electrical housing in
an ice casing hidden from view.”

India’s Jew Town only has a handful of Jews left. But Jewish traditions and landmarks remain.

By CHRISTABEL LOBO
Dec. 18, 2020 KOCHI, India (JTA)

— Take a walk down this coastal city’s
“Jew street” today and you’ll find
bustling Kasmiri storefronts selling
Persian antiques, pashmina shawls and
traditional Islamic handicrafts — a
stark contrast to the neighborhood’s
heyday when every household was
Jewish. 

“There are only two people left in
Jew Town,” said Shalva Weil, a senior
researcher at the Seymour Fox School
of Education at the Hebrew University
of Jerusalem and a leading figure on
the Jewish communities of India.

Once a vibrant community of approx-
imately 3,000 at its peak in the 1950s,
only a handful of elderly Jews remain
here now in a city of some 677,000. According to Weil, there really is no
community in Kochi anymore.

“You won’t find more than five or 10 Jews,” she said.
Unlike other dwindling Jewish communities around the world, the Jews

of Kochi did not leave their country due to persecution or hardship. Rather
it was the creation of the State of Israel in 1948 that attracted many from
the mostly Orthodox community to emigrate and start a new life in the
Jewish homeland. 

For Essie Sassoon, a retired doctor of obstetrics and gynecology who ini-
tially went to Israel as a medical volunteer during the Yom Kippur War in
1973, one of the main reasons to stay on was family. 

“When my sister and her family left for Israel, I felt that I didn’t have any
close relations left in India. I was very attached to my sister,” she said. “It
was a very difficult decision because I love India very much. And I was in
a very good position in India and I was progressing. But it happened.”

Some of Sassoon’s fondest memories revolve around her childhood spent
celebrating the numerous Jewish traditions and festivities as an Orthodox
Cochini Jew in this southern India port city.  

From the blowing of the shofar inside the now 452-year-old Paradesi
Synagogue on Rosh Hashanah to the annual Simchat Torah celebrations —
an enormously popular three-day affair both in the narrow lanes, homes
and synagogues of Jew Town — holidays were celebrated with equal gusto
by Kochi’s Jews and their non-Jewish neighbors. 

Primely situated between Kerala’s stunning labyrinthine backwaters and
the verdant shores of the Malabar Coast, Kochi — or Cochin, as it was

known until 1996 — has long been a
crossroads of culture, diversity and
trade. As the epicenter of the subconti-
nent’s renowned spice trade, the town
attracted traders from far-flung loca-
tions, including members of India’s
oldest Jewish communities. 

The first Jews were believed to have
arrived in the first century BCE as
sailors on King Solomon’s boats. They
settled in the ancient port city of
Muziris, now modern-day
Kodungallur, 28 miles north of Kochi.
In his 2019 book “One Heart. Two
Worlds. The Story of the Jews of
Kochi,” historian K.S. Mathew

describes a thriving community first
welcomed by then Hindu ruler King Sri
Parkaran Iravi. 

Three copper plates that date back to 1000 C.E. outlined 72 liberties of
the tribe that would later be known as the Malabari Jews. They included
everything from land rights and exemption from taxes to religious freedom
and special ceremonial privileges, which at the time were typically award-
ed only to rulers. 

In 1341, flooding of the Periyar River led the Malabari Jews south to pre-
sent-day Kochi, where they built the Kochangadi Synagogue, the area’s
first Jewish house of worship. By the 16th century, a second wave of
Jewish emigres found refuge in Kerala’s surprisingly welcoming society.
Fleeing the Spanish and Portuguese Inquisitions, Sephardic Jews, as well
as Mizrahi Jews from the Middle East and North Africa, came together to
form the second community — the Paradesi (which means foreign in
Malayalam and Hindi) Jews. 

The Jewish community bonded not only over religious practices, but also
through shared culinary traditions.

“Even though there are only a few Jewish people still living in Kochi, till
now they observe the laws of kashrut,” Sassoon said.

In “Spice and Kosher: Exotic Cuisine of the Cochin Jews,” a cookbook
of Cochini Jewish recipes compiled by Sassoon, Kenny Salem and Bala
Menon, ancient recipes such as Cochini pastels (crispy sweet or savory pas-
tries) or the Cochin Jewish spice cake — considered by many to be the hall-
mark recipe of the community’s cuisine — were altered over time based on
the availability of ingredients.

An abundance of fresh spices, coconut milk and tapioca starch (in place
of gelatin) allowed Indo-

A sign denotes Kochi’s “Jew street,” as it is known locally,
which once was a hub of Indian Jewish life. (Christabel Lobo)

(Continued on page 20. See “Jew Town”.)
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Local gifted crafter making her mark via virtual word of mouth 
With so

many sad
instances of
people get-
ting into dire
straits since
C o v i d - 1 9
emerged in
our commu-

nity, it’s nice to know that some indi-
viduals  are finding creative ways to
not only stay afloat, but even succeed.

Growing up in the Winnipeg Jewish
community, Stacey Hochman Corde
(35) attended the Hebrew-bilingual
program at Centennial School from
kindergarten to Grade 6.

When she moved with her dad, Larry,  to the town of Birds Hill, when
she was in Grade 9, Stacey continued her learning at a nearby public
school.  Living in a smaller community and away from her Winnipeg
friends, Stacey honed her creative side.

Later, she studied Business at Red River College, but from a young age,
Stacey says, “I always knew I wanted to be home with kids one day.  But,
I also had a love for business and have always felt it it’s important to have
education anyways.”

After finishing college, Stacey worked for the government for several
years.  She met her  husband in 2009, and they were married in 2012.  For
their wedding, Stacey created all of their wedding décor.

“I’ve always been super crafty,” she says.  “After I had my second son in
2014, my family was encouraging me to sell the things I was making...just
different things...And I remember thinking, ‘Who would buy anything I
make? That’s crazy.’

“But, I thought, I’ll try.  I didn’t know a lot about the handmade commu-
nity, locally, at the time, or even what it was like online.  So, I started on
Etsy.com (a website platform for small businesses), and then I discovered
the community locally.

“There’s a Facebook page, Handmade Winnipeg.  And, I would post in
there, things I would make.  It just kind of evolved and, from there, I got
regular customers, word of mouth.  I was meeting tons of people and going
to craft fairs.”

At that time Stacey was busy making wood signs, mugs, digital invita-
tions, and vinyl work.  Next up, she decided she wanted to start creating
bows.

As her business grew, she reached the point where she has to make a deci-
sion.  “I could no longer do everything, as the bows just skyrocketed,”
Stacey explains.   “As I had gotten into the handmade community across
Canada with the bows, I decided to just focus on hair bows - and
scrunchies, too.

“I wanted to add more products.  I was having a really hard time finding
fun, trendy shoes from a small shop in Canada.  So, I started designing
shoes and getting them manufactured, and bringing them in this spring.  So, 

we expanded to that.
“I’ve also fallen in love with sewing again.  So, I added beanies too.  And,

in January, I will also be adding cotton bamboo cardigans, because I’m
obsessed with that fabric.”

Things have been going so well that Stacey and her family converted
their dining room into a sewing room.

“I told my husband, ‘We’re not entertaining right now, so why not?’
Cotton bamboo is this really sought-after fabric right now, especially in the
handmade online community.  It’s eco-friendly and super soft, one of the
softest things.

“My daughter wears a lot of cotton bamboo clothing, because she just
loves the feel of it on her skin.  It’s antibacterial, eco-friendly, hypoaller-
genic, and a natural UV protector.  It also repels moisture from the skin,
keeping you cool in the summer and warm in the winter.  It’s just a won-
derful fabric that I’m clearly obsessed with!

“What’s important to me is that my daughter wants to wear it.  I will be
making cardigans for moms too, because moms are already obsessed with
matching their kids.”

Stacey sews most of the items herself, or with the help of her mother-in-
law, who sews the scrunchies, while her husband also helps with the back
office work.

Beanies were launched just a month a half ago, and the cardigans will be
launching in the new year.

For now, all of Stacey’s products are housed in her basement.
“I’m such a homebody...My daughter will be going into kindergarten

next year, and I had my boys home with me,” she said.  “I’ve been doing
this for years with the three kids at home.

“I’m hoping we will not outgrow our house, but, if we had to, I’d get a
retail space.  If that was the next step, I’d absolutely do that.”

Hochman does all her business these days online, on her website and via
Facebook.

For more information, visit Little Lovies Closet at littleloviescloset.com.

By

REBECA  KUROPATWA

Stacey Hochman Corde and her
daughter wearing a home-made
cotton bamboo cardigan

Two of her children wearing
Cranberry Suede shoes designed by
Stacey

Two of Stacey’s kids in marble
dyed T shirts made by Stacey

Be the Light with your Gift to the CJA
This New Year be the light for your extended Jewish family – including

the hundreds of individuals and families who need your help now more
than ever.

Make this year one that brings relief to those living in fear, sustenance to
those living with hunger, and hope to those most affected by the ongoing
pandemic.

Be a light for those who thought they’d never have to rely on food
pantries to feed their families – but now do.

With your gift to the Combined Jewish Appeal, you become the bright
spot – helping to stock food pantries, deliver kosher meals, and mobilize
thousands of caring volunteers to make sure no one has to go hungry.

You become a light for homebound seniors and Holocaust survivors now
living in isolation because of the pandemic. You help them connect with
family through video conferencing and empower them with access to
instructional videos and tutoring.

With your gift today, you become a light that rekindles hope through
counseling for those suffering from depression and anxiety and radiates
opportunity through financial services for our treasured institutions and
businesses.

Add your light today with your gift to the Jewish Federation of
Winnipeg’s Combined Jewish Appeal. 

Donate online at jewishwinnipeg.org or by calling 204.477.7428.
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ALLAN JOSEPH SHNIER “ALLIE”
Born June 11, 1928   Passed away Dec 4, 2020

permanently.
Allie had a mantra to tell everyone he came in

touch with, that he loved them, even if it was the
server at a restaurant, or the technician drawing his
blood.

His love for our mother was unimaginable. When
he was hooked up to a heart monitor, he asked, “does
this machine show how much I love my wife?” Our
mother has dementia and when she spoke in an
incomprehensible manner, dad would gaze lovingly
into her eyes, and would mouth, “I love you.”

Special thanks to Dr. Simkin, Dr. Goldberg, Dr.
Yang and Dr. Wilson. As well, the wonderful staff at
Seven Oaks Hospital. We would also like to thank our
cousin 

Dr. Sarah Kredentzer for her support and advice. 
Immense thanks to caregivers Nikki, Clarisse,

Richelle, Dianne, Ernelle, Vina, Fatima, and former
employees, Rachel, and Fay. 

In lieu of flowers, tribute donations may be made to
the Allan and Rhona Shnier Foundation of The
Alzheimer Society of Manitoba or The Jewish
Foundation of Manitoba.

 It is with enormous sadness and heavy hearts that
we announce the passing of Allie, loving husband,
father, grandfather, and great grandfather.

He leaves to mourn, his adoring wife, Rhona of 71
years. Sons, Clifford (Ruth Anne), Sara (Jeffrey),
Jordon, Gary (Roxan). Grandchildren Carrie, Tammy
(Ilan), Kelly, Jared, Noah, Lily, Jacob, Andrew
(Baillie), Zoe, Skyler, Bryn.  Great grandchildren
Zoey, Lexi, Ivory.  Also leaves to mourn, his beautiful
sister, Esther, sisters-in-law, Bert, Rae, Hannah as
well as many nieces and nephews.  

Allie was predeceased by his parents, Sarah and
Moishe Shnier, brothers George, Clifford, Irving
(Eleanor), Bertha (Gordon) Cecil, Norman, Phillip
(Shirley), Jack (Esther), Max, Charlotte (Mitchell)
and Brother-in-Law Lanny.

We have not only lost a father and “mensch”, but
we have almost bid farewell to a tribe of 12 children
of Russian immigrants, the quintessential story of
parents who fled pogroms and persecution, to give
their offspring a life in a country in which freedom,
justice and acceptance were valued. These children
indeed suffered their own adversities, however strove
to make ours even a better world by valuing
education, family, and community. The generation
may almost be gone; however, the memories will be
indelibly engraved in our hearts.

Allie was the baby of 12, born in 1928 in Emerson,
Manitoba. 

Throughout life Allie was always treasured and
showered with love, which is most likely why he in
turn was able to bestow that love to us and the world.

Our Dad was known as “Allie”. Not Mr. Shnier.
Everyone in Winnipeg knew him as Allie.

He attended University of Manitoba, and then
joined his father Moishe in a small building on Ross
street in Winnipeg. They carried small houseware
items and established a presence. It was there that
Allie got his first taste for business. During the
following years, his brothers in eastern Canada, who
had the rights to lines such as BF Goodrich,
introduced the factory to Allie and he eventually
obtained distribution rights in the west. The company
became Eagle Distributing. Years later the brothers
merged across Canada to form the national
companies known as G.E. Shnier and Gesco
Industries Inc. These two firms eventually became
the dominant National Floorcovering distribution
company in Canada. After the mergers, Allie enjoyed
working many years with his brothers George, Irving,
Norman, Cecil & Phil. In addition to running G.E.
Shnier in Western Canada, Allie was very active as
the President of Metropolitan Equities, the extended
family’s real estate investment company. He also sat
on several boards.
Our father was a “Quiet Philanthropist’. Whether it
be a family member, religious cause, an employee or
a charitable cause, wherever and whomever, he
always rose to the occasion, helping those in need. It
gave him great pleasure by helping others and he
often said it made him feel good. He was a modest
man and could have taken credit for his contributions,
instead he chose to give often and quietly. People
knew they could always rely on dad and never took
advantage of him. He was uncomfortable in the
limelight, but warmth emanated from him when he
stepped into a room. Whether it be the custodian or
the President of a National Corporation, the same
kindly respect was shown. He was a fair and honest
person, a man of integrity.

Allie was a superb crossword master. He was
confident enough to do them in ink, occasionally
completing the Sunday New York Times puzzles.

Food gave him a great source of enjoyment. He
never met an ice cream cone or Chinese restaurant
that he didn’t like.

The pride and joy of his life were his grandchildren
and his generosity to them was beyond belief. Visits
to Palm Springs in the winter, the cottage at the lake
in the summer, family reunions or simply to celebrate
special occasions, all which bonded us over the years.
This will leave us with memories which will endure

ISRAEL YAMRON
Israel Yamron, Izzy,

passed away peacefully
Wednesday, December
2nd, at the age of 100. 

He is lovingly remem-
bered by his daughters
Barbara and Carol, sons-
in-law Eric and Al, and
daughter-in-law Frances.
He will forever be Zaida
Izzy to his beloved
grandchildren, Sari,
Nathan, Jordan and
Ryan. Izzy was pre-

deceased his wife Miriam (Rodin), his parents,
Samuel and Bertha, his brother Bill and sister
Fannie, and his son Allan.

Izzy grew up in the North End and attended
Machray School and St. John’s Tech. At 21 he enlist-
ed in the RCAF. As ground crew stationed on
Vancouver Island, he worked as an electrical techni-
cian, maintaining military sea planes. He was a
proud, lifelong member of the General Monash
Legion, serving in every position from secretary to
president. He took great pride in the work that he and
fellow Legionnaires did - supporting veterans and
their families, and erecting memorials to Jewish sol-
diers. Izzy was incredibly proud of his Jewish iden-
tity and very committed to the Chevra Mishnayes
Synagogue throughout his life. 

Izzy and Miriam married in 1949 and raised their
family in Garden City. With Miriam by his side he
ran a Farmer’s Market on Main Street, working hard,
six days a week for over 20 years, to provide for his
family.  Family was Izzy’s greatest joy. He loved the
tradition of family dinners out on Sundays, exploring
new restaurants with his children and later with his
grandchildren. Summers at the cottage at Winnipeg
Beach, driving trips around Winnipeg (Izzy’s
Adventure Tours!) and to Chicago, Texas, and
Mexico, are some of the great memories that his
family will cherish forever. Izzy loved a good adven-
ture, and he loved to drive…which he did until he
was 94. 

When he moved into the Shaftesbury Retirement
Residence at age 94 he became a cherished member
of that community. Whether he was playing shuffle-
board or poker, competing in the Senior Olympics,
or telling stories, people were drawn to Izzy’s great
smile, warm laugh, and his beautiful green-blue
eyes. He was a quiet, unassuming man, who will
always be remembered for his gentle manner, his
wonderful stories, and his warm and generous spirit.
He was truly loved. May his memory be a blessing.

Donations may be made to the Chevra Mishnayes
Synagogue or a charity of your choice.

ESTHER GOTFRIED (née BRASS)  
January 25, 1930 - November 19, 2020 

With profound sad-
ness, we announce the
passing of Esther
Gotfried, November 19,
2020, at the age of 90
years, at The Saul and
Claribel Simkin Centre. 

 Esther is survived by
her loving and devoted
daughter, Lillian, sister
and brother-in-law,
Norma and Rabbi Don
Berlin, her brother-in-
law, Isaac Gotfried

(Hilda z”l) and many nieces and nephews and their
families. Esther was predeceased by her parents,
Samuel and Lillian, her husband, Bernard, son,
Howard and brothers, Morris, Issie (Freda) and Abe
(Rose). 

 Esther lived her entire life in Winnipeg. She was a
devoted daughter to her parents and from a very
early age helped them to operate their family-owned
grocery store. This experience enabled her and
Bernard to own and operate Gotfried Food Market,
first on Trent and then Warsaw Avenue. Esther spe-
cialized in keeping the books and doing all the finan-
cials for both stores.

 Esther was a warm and kind soul. She was an
example of perseverance and the essence of positiv-
ity, generosity and grace. She cared so much for oth-
ers and developed a loving community among her
family, as well as her many friends. She took great
interest and pride in all the milestones and accom-
plishments of her loved ones. She never missed an
opportunity to send a card to recognize these impor-
tant events. Esther actively participated in the com-
munity at large and especially enjoyed events at
Gwen Secter Creative Living Centre.

 Esther’s home for the past five years was The
Simkin Centre. She took part in all programs. Esther
especially loved the concerts and would be first at
the door, waiting in line. She could often be found in
the atrium, enjoying a bag of chips and a soft drink,
chatting with everyone. Esther was touched and hon-
oured by the special 90th birthday party that was
held this past January. Her family expresses its grat-
itude to all the caring staff at The Simkin Centre and
especially to the team on Weinberg 3, including her
wonderful nurses, Jane, Darlene, Eveline and
Cheryll. They all treated Esther with incredible dig-
nity and respect and made her last days as comfort-
able as possible. 

 A graveside funeral service was held Sunday,
November 22, 2020 at Shaarey Zedek Cemetery.
Thank you to the pallbearers from our community.
The family is especially grateful to Rabbi Matthew
Leibl for his beautiful tribute to Esther, echoing the
loving words of niece, Hannah Brass and nephew,
Alan Brass. Rabbi Leibl read warm reminiscences by
long time, close family friend, George Saltzberg of
Toronto. Esther was also honoured with a moving
eulogy from her devoted friend Maxine Zabenskie.

 Donations may be made to Jewish Foundation of
Manitoba or a charity of your choice. Share your
memories of Esther with her family at
alanjbrass@gmail.com.

Esther touched many lives. 
May her memory be for a blessing.
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MARJORIE KAY
Peacefully, on December 3, 2020 in Winnipeg.

Marjorie is predeceased by her parents Sam and
Shirley Hoffman, brother Harvey Hoffman, and her
loving husband Jack. She is survived by and will be
missed by her children Lynn, Joel (Cindy Lazar), Barb
(Sid Nightingale), David, and grandchildren (Adam,
Leah, Rachel and Jack).

Marjorie will be lovingly remembered by her nieces
and nephews (Kim, Clayton, John and Jennifer), many
cousins and friends.

A private funeral service was held graveside at
Shaarey Zedek Cemetery in Winnipeg, on December
6, 2020 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KtSres49Mck).

The family is grateful for Marjorie’s caregivers,
Elena, Cathy and Patricia and for the staff from
Manitoba’s Palliative Care Program for their guidance
and support. 

It would be an honour to Marjorie’s memory if dona-
tions are made to Canadian Friends of the Hebrew
University (www.cfhu.org) or to the Alzheimer
Society of Manitoba (https://alzheimer.mb.ca/). 

ANNETTE ROSENBERG
With profound sad-

ness we announce the
peaceful but tragic death
of Annette Rosenberg on
December 9th, 2020 at
the Simkin Center at the
age of 98 as a result of
the incidious Covid–19
virus.

Annette was born and
raised in Chicago,
Illinois.  She was the
youngest of four chil-
dren.  Annette lost her

father when she was 11 years of age.  She and her
siblings learned their work ethic from their mother
who operated a Delicatessen.  At an early age she
met and married Fred Simkin and they had a child
Mickey.  Fred enlisted in the U.S. army and was
killed in action during World War II.  

Annette travelled with her then four year old son to
Winnipeg to visit extended family, at which time she
met her future husband Max Rosenberg.  They mar-
ried in 1946.  She became part of the Rosenberg fam-
ily of six brothers and sisters that were as close knit
a family as one could imagine.  Max and Annette
subsequently enlarged their own family with the
addition of Sherry and Diane.

A loving and devoted wife and mother, she cher-
ished her children and treasured every moment with
them.  Annette and Max raised their three children
who married and gave them six grandchildren and
eight great grandchildren.  She was a warm and lov-
ing mother, mother-in-law, grandmother and great
grandmother.  She was fortunate to live to an age that
enabled her to attend many of the weddings, births,
bar and bat mitzvahs and other special family occa-
sions.

At the age of 42, while still ensuring that her home
remained a traditional one for her husband and chil-
dren, she bravely embarked on a career with
Investors Syndicate where she held a demanding
position in the payroll department and was highly
respected during her 25 years with the company.  She
was a modern woman – well ahead of her time.

Annette was also very social and active in various
organizations over the years including Parent
Teacher Associations, and the Lehava Chapter of
Pioneer Women.  As a result she and Max enjoyed a
wide circle of life long friends.

For many years after their retirement, they win-
tered in Florida.  It was a very happy time in their life
as they continued their friendships with many of
their friends from Winnipeg who also wintered in the
same community.

Unfortunately her long life also meant she suffered
the loss of her loving and devoted husband, Max, in
February of 1997.  She also suffered the loss of all of
her siblings and most of her brothers and sisters in
law.  

Annette remained independent in her apartment
until a fall in September 2016 resulted in a broken
hip and several months of recovery in hospital.  She
then moved to the Saul and Claribel Simkin Center
at the beginning of 2017.  Her last years were
increasingly difficult with the loss of her mobility,
however, her mind remained 110% active.  She loved
the activities, particularly the music concerts and
exercise programs and was the proud table bowling
champion eight times.

Annette is survived and mourned by:
Son Mickey (Roslyn) Rosenberg, granddaughter,

Cheryl (Sean) Smith, great grandchildren Alexa and
Ryan;   Grandson Brian (Sari) Rosenberg, great
grandson Jordan;  Granddaughter Melanie (David)
Riker, great grandchildren Aiden and Elle.

Daughter Sherry (Richard) Verdec, granddaughter
Lauren (Brandon) Schulz, great granddaughter
Meika

Daughter Diane (David) LeBlanc, grandson Jason
(Lynette) Newman, great grandchildren Malia and
Liam;  Grandson Cory Newman (Jessica Legacy)

Brother-in-law Mickey (Pearl) Rosenberg and
many nieces and nephews from both the Rosenberg
and Protus families.

There are so many to be thanked for the care and
love that Annette received over the years.  Her fami-
ly wants to pay special tribute and thanks to her
amazing and loving companions at the Simkin
Center, Mariane, Maria and Fabi and the staff of the
Simkin Center Weinberg 1 and, in particular, Alissa
and Cathy of the Recreation Department.

Finally, we are forever grateful to the staff of the
Simkin Center Covid Unit who, by graciously acting
as our surrogate, made bearable the unbearable pain
of our not being able to be beside our Mother in
order to hold and stroke her hand and comfort her as
she passed.  Thank you Sara R, Roma, Agatha and
Sara D.

Annette was interred beside her husband Max in
the Rosh Pina Memorial Park Cemetary on Friday,
December 11th, 2020.

SHEILA STREIFLER
It is with great sadness

we announce the passing
of Sheila Streifler on
December 10, 2020, at
the age of 90. She was
predeceased by her
beloved husband
Nathan, and her parents
Irvine and Fanny
Charach.  She will be
deeply missed by her
children Leesa
(Kenneth), Marc
(Cindy), her grandchil-

dren Riley, Jesse, Seth, and Daniel, her siblings
Harold Charach, Neil Charach (Judy) and Elaine
Campbell, along with many nieces, nephews and
their families.

Sheila was born on June 4, 1930, the oldest of four
children. Growing up on Scotia Street, in Winnipeg’s
North End, she was the “big sister,”  a role she trea-
sured. In her youth she attended St. John’s High
School and spent memory-filled summers at her fam-
ily cottage at Winnipeg Beach. After attending the
University of Manitoba, she worked as a legal secre-
tary. During this time, she met our dad, fell in love,
and they married in 1953. They had a wonderful
marriage and mom took great joy in being a wife, a
mother and a homemaker.  She was an exceptional
cook and baker and she created a comfortable, beau-
tiful home. We have fond memories of family vaca-
tions to California and B.C. visiting relatives.
Tragically, our dad passed away much too soon and
mom was left a widow at age 46. The transition to
life as a single mother was very difficult, but with
great courage and determination mom rebuilt her
life. 

Our mother’s greatest pleasure was being part of a
close-knit community of family and friends. She was
an active member of Winnipeg’s Jewish community,
giving generously of her time to ORT and Hadassah
and was a member of the Shaarey Zedek Synagogue.
Mom was blessed with a vibrant personality, and
great enthusiasm; qualities that drew people to her.
She was known to be extremely capable and savvy,
and her advice was often sought out by friends and
family. 

Mom was motivated by what she could do for oth-
ers. Doing what she called “the right thing” was very
important to her. She found great joy in giving her
mother the love and support she needed to live inde-
pendently in her own home until she was 92 years
old.  Mom loved being with family and she often
travelled to Vancouver and California to be at family
events.  Her nieces and nephews, and their families
knew her well and her love for them was mutual.

With the birth of her first grandson, mom found a
new role that she adored, that of Grandmother
(Bobi). She was over the moon with pride for her
four clever, handsome grandsons, always interested
in what they were doing and making sure she was
present in their lives. She had no trouble keeping up,
endlessly inquisitive and full of energy.

Mom always seemed much younger than her
years. She was energetic and engaged in life.  She
enjoyed attending cultural events, going out for din-
ner, and playing mahjong with her friends.  Always
fashionable, she was admired by many. Mom’s large
circle of friends, some life-long and others more
recent, played a key role in her happiness and enjoy-
ment of life. She lived a happy, active and indepen-
dent life until she was 85. 

After being diagnosed with a debilitating illness,
mom moved into the Simkin Centre in fall 2017.
Mom met her illness with grace. She was brave
beyond words, setting an example for all of us, as she
did throughout her life. 

Mom taught us so many valuable lessons, the
biggest one being that of generosity and kindness.
She will  be remembered as a woman of great
courage and inner strength and a gracious, spirited
person with an enormous capacity for joy.  She was
a loving mother, grandmother, sister, auntie, cousin,
and friend. Our love for her is eternal and although
we will miss her greatly, she will have a special place
in our family forever.

We are grateful for the care Mom received from
the staff at the Simkin Centre and Dr. Wayne
Manishen. We are also grateful for Maria Arbuthnot,
whose love and exceptional care greatly enhanced
mom’s quality of life. 

Family and friends wishing to honour mom’s
memory may make a donation to the Simkin Centre,
the Shaarey Zedek Synagogue, or a charity of choice.

BERNICE WALDER (née ZIPURSKY)
Passed on December 14, 2020

Bernice Walder  It is
with great sadness that
we announce the pass-
ing of Bernice Walder at
the age of 95, at the
Simkin Centre. She is
survived by her loving
husband of 68 years,
Allan, her daughters
Marilyn (Lorne)
Billinkoff and Sharon
Walder (Lorne Pollock);
her grandchildren Mitch
Billinkoff and Alix

(Natan) Cramer, Lorne Pollock’s children Kara,
Megan and Thomas and her great grandchildren
Shalev, Boaz and Nava. Bernice was also a devoted
Aunt, especially to Andrea (Terry) and Joel (Kelsey)
and their families. She was predeceased by her
beloved parents Abraham and Rae Zipursky and her
sister Bess (Martin) Greenberg. 

Bernice grew up as part of a tightknit family in
Winnipeg’s north end; after high school she attend-
ed the University of Manitoba. While working as a
secretary, she met Allan Walder at a dance; they
were married on March 16, 1952. 

Bernice was a kind, sweet woman who would go
to any lengths to help her family and friends. But
most of all she was a devoted wife to Allan. They
were inseparable, and that’s the way they both want-
ed it. 

Bernice’s favorite hobbies included bridge, mah-
jong and bowling. In later years she and Allan
became avid travelers, enjoying vacations in Maui
and Palm Springs, often with their friends. 

Bernice was a very happy person. Her pet phrases
were “all is well” and “enjoy every minute”. Words
to live by.

The family would like to thank the compassionate
staff at the Simkin 1 unit, Shella and especially
Leena, for her loving care and devotion to Bernice,
particularly in her last days. Donations in Bernice’s’
name may be made to the Saul and Claribel Simkin
Centre, or the charity of your choice.
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In Memoriam

In loving memory of

ESTHER
GOODMAN

who passed away
December 27, 1998

— Dearly loved and forever
missed by your daughter
Roberta.

In Memoriam
1st Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

SYLVIA TOPPER
who passed away
February 2, 2020
7 Days in Shevat

—You left us too soon. Think
of you every day. Miss your
beautiful smile. Will love you
always. David, and all the
family, here and elsewhere.

In Memoriam
5th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

SHIRLEY
SEGAL RYPP

who passed away
December 21, 2015

9 Days in Tevet
Always in our hearts and
forever in our thoughts,
—Missed by your loving
husband, children,
grandchildren, great-
grandchildren, family, and
friends.

In Memoriam
1st Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

WALTER
BLOCH

who passed away
January 2nd, 2020

5 days in Tevet, 5780
—Forever loved and sadly
missed by your wife Susana,
children Daniela and Eric,
Anthony and Alyssa,
grandchildren Maxine, Sarah,
Rebecca and Megan.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

BORIS
MARGOLIS

who passed away
December 13, 1994,

10 Days in Tevet
—Forever in our hearts and
sadly missed by his sisters,
brother, nieces, nephews,
relatives and friends. 

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

FRANK
ZIPURSKY
who passed away

December 25, 2015
13 days in Tevet

— Always remembered and
sadly missed by his wife,
children, grandchildren,
family & friends.

In Memoriam
Tenth Yahrzeit

ZELMA
ZITZERMAN

14 Tevet 5772-January 19, 2011
Always fondly remembered by
her two children David and
Mira (born and successfully
raised in Winnipeg) and her
five Toronto  grandchildren
Erin and Leah Bedder, Daniel,
Matthew and Hannah
Zitzerman.
— Your ever loving David and
Mira.

In loving memory of

SAM
KOZLOWICH

who passed away
December 27, 1998

8 Days in Tevet
— Forever in our hearts and
sadly missed by his wife,
children, and family.

22nd Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

In loving memory of

JOSEPH
STANDIL
who passed away

December 29, 1976
8 days in Tevet

— Always remembered by his
wife Sylvia, sons, grand-
children and family.

In Memoriam
44th Yahrzeit

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

LOUIS
RABINOVITCH

who passed away
January 7, 1971

10 Days in Tevet, 5731
—Ever remembered by his
children, grandchildren and
great-grandchildren.

In Memoriam

JOSEPH
ROMAN

who passed away
January 25, 2008
18 Days in Shevat

In loving memory of

— Forever loved and sadly missed by their children, grandchildren
and great-grandchildren.

ESTHER
ROMAN

who passed away
January 8, 2012
13 days in Tevet

13th Yahrzeit 9th Yahrzeit

10th Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

In loving memory of

SYD PALAY
who passed away

December 18, 2010
11 days in Tevet

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by his wife, children,
grandchildren, great-
grandchildren, family and
friends.

In Memoriam
33rd Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

IDA LINDER
LEONOFF
who passed away

December 20, 1988
12th Day of Tevet

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by Sheila and Alvin,
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

SOPHIE
ELFENBEIN

who passed away
January 12, 2006
12 Days in Tevet

— Always remembered and
sadly missed by her
children, grandchildren,
great-grandchildren, family
and friends.

15th Yahrzeit

MEMORIAMS
WEEK OF

DEC. 23

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

DR. MORRIS
ERENBERG

who passed away
December 21, 2010

14 days in the month of Tevet
— Fondly remembered and
sadly missed by his family and
friends.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

SONIA BROWN
who passed away
January 11, 1979
12 Days in Tevet

— Sadly missed and will
always be remembered by your
children and grandchildren.
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In Memoriam
1st Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

NORMAN
ODWAK

who passed away
January 18, 2020
21 Days in Tevet

You are always in our hearts.
—Lovingly remembered by
your wife, children,
grandchildren, and family

20th Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

In loving memory of

SOL GERB
who passed away
January 4, 2001

9 days in Tevet, 5761
— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by his family and
friends.

In Memoriam
Fourth Yahrzeit

In cherished memory of
my dear wife,

our mother and grandmother

SARAH
OFFMAN
who passed away
January 7, 2017
9 days in Tevet

You continue to inspire us daily.
You are in our minds
And in our hearts,
And so very deeply misssed.
— Lovingly, Jack, Elliot and
Helen, Steven and Lindsey,
Raymond and Laura,
grandchildren, family and
friends.

In Memoriam
10th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

RUTH KATZ
who passed away

December 16, 2010
10 Days in Tevet

— Always remembered and
sadly missed by your son
Murray, daughter-in-law
Cheryl and granddaughter
Farah.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

MORRIS
ISENBERG

who passed away
December 25, 2004
13th Day of Tevet

Dad, you are forever on our
minds
Always in our hearts
And very deeply missed
— Love your children and
grandchildren.

16th Yahrzeit

MEMORIAMS
WEEK OF

DEC. 30

In Memoriam
25th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

FRED KITTNER
who passed away
January 4th, 1996
12 Days in Tevet

Our lives go on without you
and nothing is the same,
we have to hide our heartache
when someone speaks your name.
The special years will not return
when we were all together,
but the love we hold for you within
our hearts, will be with us forever.
— Lovingly remembered and
sadly missed by your loving
wife Sylvia and sons Brad and
Mark, and sister-in-law
Charlotte.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

BENJAMIN
HUBAR

who passed away
Dec. 23, 2018

15 Days in Tevet
— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by his children,
grandson, and family

In Memoriam
1st Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

LARRY
TABACHNICK

who passed away
January 13, 2020
16 Days in Tevet

— Ever remembered and
sadly missed by his family.

In Memoriam

ELKA PELTZ
Oct. 27, 2013

23rd day of Cheshvan

DAVID PELTZ
In loving memory of

— Sadly missed by their children and grandchildren.

March 12, 2014
10th day of Adar

who passed away

In Memoriam

JUDITH
VERES

who passed away
December 2, 1998
13 Days in Kislev

DR. ALEXANDER
VERES

who passed away
January 31, 2010
16 Days in Shevat

In loving memory of

— Ever loved, remembered and missed by their children,
grandchildren and great-grandchildren.

22nd Yahrzeit 11th Yahrzeit

In Memoriam

In loving memory of our
beloved husband, father

and brother

IRVIN
GOLDMAN

who passed away
December 29, 1993

15 Days in Tevet
— Always remembered and
sadly missed by his wife,
children and brother.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

CHARLES
DERBITSKY

who passed away
January 10, 2004
16 days in Tevet

— Lovingly remembered by
his wife Doris, and children
Royle, Harold and Shaaron,
and grandchildren.

MEMORIAMS
CONTINUED

ON NEXT PAGE

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

ISAAC HILF
who passed away
January 5, 1983

20 Days in Tevet, 5743
— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by his grandchildren
Mel and Esther Verin and
great-grandchildren Jeremy
and Tanya.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

HARRY (HASH)
SCHWARTZ

who passed away
December 28, 1996

19 Days in Tevet
Always in our thoughts
Forever in our hearts
— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by his wife, children,
grandchildren and family.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of
MAIER (MORRIS)

HENOCH
who passed away

December 25, 2018
17 Tevet, 5780

Your strength to survive, love
of life and devotion to family
lives on in all of us. May your
memory always be a guiding
light and a blessing.
– Ever remembered and sadly
missed by his children,
grandchildren, great grand-
children, and family.

2nd Yahrzeit

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

DOLLY
SILVERMAN

who passed away
January 4, 2002
20 days in Tevet

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by her children,
grandchildren, great
grandchildren and sister.

In loving memory of

ANNE
WEINSTEIN

who passed away
December 29, 2004

17 Days in Tevet
— Ever remembered and
loved by her children,
grandchildren, great-
grandchildren and friends.

In Memoriam



In Memoriam

In loving memory of

ANNE (CHANA)
BURSTEN
who passed away

December 24, 1994
21 Days in Tevet

— Sadly missed and always
remembered by her children,
grandchildren, great-
grandchildren, family and
friends.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

MIRIAM
POLLOCK
who passed away
January 15, 2017
17 Days in Tevet

—Sadly missed by her
husband, children,  family,
and friends.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

ERNIE WALTER
who passed away

December 20, 2013
17 days in Tevet, 5774

— Heartfelt remembrance by
Yaron, Micah, Family and
Friends.

In Memoriam

We light the twenty-first
yahrzeit candle in loving

memory of

BILL
KAMINSKY

who passed away
December 28, 1999

19 days in Tevet
Your spirit lives on and always
will.
Times you laughed, gave advice
or just listened echo in the
memories of all those whose
lives you touched.
You will always be remembered
- your legacy will live on.
— Forever loved and sadly
missed by your loving wife,
children, grandchildren
family and friends.

In Memoriam
17th Yahrzeit

— Forever loved and sadly missed by their children, grandchildren,
great-grandchildren and sisters.

MAX
BERINSTEIN

who passed away
February 27, 2004

5 Days in Adar

EVELYN
BERINSTEIN

who passed away
January 9, 2004
15 Days in Tevet

In loving memory of

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

MAX BURKE
who passed away
January 1, 1975
18 Days in Tevet

Nothing can ever take away
The love a heart holds dear,
Fond memories linger every day
Remembrance keeps him near.
— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by his children and
grandchildren.

With happy and loving
memories of our beautiful

CLARIBEL
SIMKIN

who passed away
January 6, 1991
20 Days in Tevet

— Always remembered by her
daughters, son-in-law and
granddaughter Nikki.

In Memoriam

Former Win-
nipegger Dr. Reese Halter, a distinguished scientist/award-winning
broadcaster and the author of many books, sounds the alarm, but

offers hope, in his new book, “The Gen Z Emergency”
(EarthCallingSOS.com 378pp $18.95USD).

Global warming is, he writes, an existential crisis confronting Earth. 
As reviewer Peter Topolewski says in the online publication, Darwin’s

Gong Show (December 10, 2020), Dr. Halter, “a champion on behalf of
nature, has put in time during this hellish Covid-19 pandemic to do us a
favor… to again highlight the danger our natural world is in and, perhaps
most importantly, show us some of the now massive steps required to
ensure nature’s – and our – survival.”

Dr. Halter, who lives in southern California, agreed to an email interview
with The Jewish Post & News.

JP&N: Why did you entitle the book, The Gen Z Emergency? 

Dr. H: “Earth’s life support systems are flashing code red. Combustion
heat from fossil fuels and wooden pellets are the culprit. Old-growth
forests contain about 80 percent of all terrestrial biodiversity.
Frighteningly, massive forest graveyards are strewn across all continents.
No forest. No animals.  Coral reefs are vital habitat for at least one quarter
of all marine life. Repeated ocean marine heat waves have turned about
half of the reefs into bone yards. No reefs. No marine life. No habitat. No
life.

More than 90 percent of all fossil fuel and wood pellet heat is stored in
the oceans. Each second the oceans are absorbing the equivalent heat of
dropping five Hiroshima atomic bombs. Over the previous 25 years that’s
an astounding 3.6 billion A-bombs of heat now coursing through the seas.
The oceans drive our climate. Hence, global heating has created a climate
catastrophe. World food production is waning whilst 85 million people are
being born annually.

And then there’s the accelerated destruction of the planet for
more...processed foods containing palm oil (50 percent of everything on
the shelves contain it) and plastics (made from petroleum) that are in all of
us and everything in the oceans. If that doesn’t make you sick to your stom-
ach then the brutal forest/ocean/wildlife poaching that is killing everything
certainly will. At least $300 billion is stolen from nature each year by orga-
nized crime syndicates and then washed through the international banks.
Every city in the world has skyscrapers funded by organized crime’s ill
gotten gains from nature. The man-driven Sixth Mass Extinction is occur-
ring hundreds and thousands of times faster than the previous five other
major extinctions. About 250,000 species are facing imminent extinction.
Extinction means forever.
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Former Winnipegger Dr. Reese Halter
discusses his latest book, 
“The Gen Z Emergency”

Books

By

MARTIN ZEILIG

Nature has become eerily quiet. Many of our
kindred brethren and sister, the animals, have left
(including the bees and dragon flies). 

About a quarter of all humans are under the
age of 26. They are collectively referred to as the
generation z (Gen Z). Consuming 1.7% of the
planet’s worth of natural resources each year is
ecocide and the Gen Zs know it. Sociopathic
consumerism is the bitter end. 

Ninety-six percent of all mammals are now
livestock or humans. Just four percent are wild
animals. Scandalous! Farmed caged birds com-
prise 70 percent of all birds left on the planet.
Cattle, pigs and sheep account for 60 percent of
all living mammals. The other 36 percent are
humans. Livestock uses 83 percent of farmland
to produce a meager 18 percent of the human
population’s calories and 37 percent of its pro-
tein. Clearly, we cannot continue destroying the
wild animals, polluting the soils and rivers with
animal agriculture runoff, and, in turn, deoxy-
genating and enlarging 530 dead zones in the
world’s lakes and oceans.

(Continued on opposite page. See “Halter”.)
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Yiddish page

This column is funded by the I.L. Peretz Folk School Endowment Trust
at the Jewish Foundation Of Manitoba.

 

Itay Zutra the I.L. Peretz Folk School Yiddish Teaching Fellow,
University Of Manitoba.

English summary of Yiddish column
My zoom lecture series “The New Diasporas:Trends

in Modern Jewish Literature” will begin this coming
January. I will be talking about such writers as Franz
Kafka, Natalia Ginzburg, David Albahari, and contem-
porary Jewish Canadian writers. Unlike Hebrew or
Yiddish writers these “non-Jewish” Jewish writers do
not offer to solve the Jewish diasporic pandemic.
Come join us in celebration of the new Jewish diaspo-
ras. 

UJPO

Jewish Radio Hour
Tune in to The Jewish Radio Hour - Sundays 1:30 - 2:30

PM on Radio Station CKJS, 810 on the AM dial or online
at ckjs.com 

On December   27th hosts will be Regine Frankel and
Rochelle Zucker.   Rochelle will present Yiddish songs
about girls - "meydlekh" On January 3rd Rochelle Zucker
will feature Klezmer and Yiddish music when she hosts
both segments. 

You can listen to past presentations on our podcast web-
site:
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/jewishradiohour
Follow us on Facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/JewishRadioHourWinnipeg/

The Gen Xs and Baby
Boomers have had their
chance. The Gen Zs deserve
their ‘fair go’. I wrote this book
in part because we must not go

quietly into this hideous impoverished future. 

JP&N: Do you believe that the nations of the world
will be able to, as agreed to in the 2015 Paris Agreement,
“limit global warming to well below 2, preferably to 1.5
degrees Celsius, compared to pre-industrial levels,” now
that President elect Biden has said the U.S., which after
China is the second largest emitter of carbon dioxide (the
primary greenhouse gas emitted through human activi-
ties) in the world, will rejoin the PA? 

RH: This much we do know with certainty. Massive
physical changes are occurring on our only home. Unless
we get very serious about protecting what’s left in the
oceans and on land the Gen Zs are being left with noth-
ing. Our consumption habits must dramatically change as
well as how we source energy. We need a zero-combus-
tion global economy, yesterday. We have the solar and
storage technology. It’s long overdue to for all govern-
ments to end the $5.3 trillion in annual fossil fuel subsi-
dies and their heinous contamination of freshwater, and
end this planet-killing industry.

I wrote this book because the Gen Zs are pissed off
from being lied too and told to stand in the corner. They
want a future and fully intend to take charge since the
adults are masters at wasting time, making excuses and
spinning bullshit.

The Gen Zs are going to save their home by forcing the
adults to accept change. They told me to tell you that
“change is coming whether you like it or not!”

Disruption, sacrifice and escalation are the essential
ingredients for successful, momentum-driven, disobedi-
ent uprising. Based on Harvard University research, if
3.5 percent of the world’s population (273 million peo-
ple) persistently demand social, ecological and climate
justice, the world’s leaders will capitulate. 

JP&N: What else would you like to say to our readers?
RH: The Trump administration has set the United

States and its environmental regulations back to 1959.
Nobody knows how long it will take to recover. The
Biden administration has their work cut out for them. The
Clean Air, Clean Water and Endangered Species Acts
have all been gutted. Slobbering, fire-armed hunters are
blasting whatever is left of the animal kingdom to
smithereens. It is perverse. 

All life is interrelated. Tap into the wonder, joy, curios-
ity and harmony when exploring nature, anywhere.
People protect what they love. Love nature. Walk more.
Laugh more. Go vegan. Read books. Consume way less
(including screen time). Enjoy picnics. Take ten minutes
every day to breathe next to big old trees (they give off
powerful airborne medicines)!

Halter
(Continued from
opposite page.)



By  JILL BRANDES

Have you ever wondered why New Year’s Eve is
such a big deal? I hope you have, because

that’s what this column is all about!
I think I first became aware of the importance of

this special night while a student in grade five. Our
teacher, Mrs. Bison (or “Old Buffalo” as we liked
to call her), began talking about the 21st century
and asked us to become junior futurists “What
kinds of transportation will we have then? How
might our homes be different? Can you think of
advances or inventions that might make our Iives
easier in the 21stcentury?”

These questions seemed to strike a chord with us and sparked a stimulat-
ing and interesting discussion in our class. Some kids drew pictures of
futuristic monorails, planes, and multi-purpose cars that could also fly or
turn into boats at the flip of a switch. Others drew pictures of robots wash-
ing dishes, or wrist watches with built-in mini-T.V. screens. We talked
about hydroponic gardening and moving sidewalks.

Then our teacher asked, “How old will you be in the year 2000?”
I did the math and realized that although I would be pretty “old” (a

childs-eye view of age), I likely would be here for the new century. This
was such a monumental epiphany that I knew I would remember every-
thing about this class and carry it with me forever!

Today, I can tell you what I wore - a white blouse with puffy sleeves (not
a good look for me) and a gray pleated skirt, and who I sat next to (Flora
Pearson, who had blond corkscrew curls, not a good look for her!!). But as
time went on, the excitement surrounding the idea of greeting a new year,
a new decade, or even a new century faded from my consciousness.

Maybe it was
because of those awk-
ward adolescent New
Year’s Eves, when I
would be “fixed up”
with a gawky blind
date. As midnight
approached we would
all crowd around the
T.V. set, feigning
excitement, waiting
for the neon ball to

drop in Times Square. 
“FIVE, FOUR, THREE, TWO, ONE. HAPPY NEW

YEAR!”, everyone would yell. Couples would passion-
atley kiss, and I and my new-found friend would be
staring at each other. Or worse, some guys would zoom
in for a big smooch, or pucker up with fish lips- ugh!
What was the big deal about New Year’s anyway?

Luckily, I met a great guy and got married.  As the
years went by New Year’s celebrations were lovely
nights spent with friends or family, but hardly the stuff
of big hype.

Then it was 1999 and I suddenly remembered that day back in Buffalo
Bison’s Class. We were welcoming in the new millenium! How would we
celebrate this once-in-a- lifetime Event? Fancy gilt invitations began arriv-
ing from local hotels, promising an unforgettable evening to mark the new
century. With a price tag of $400 per couple, this option was out of the
question.

New Year’s 2000 was really going to be a big deal, but how could we
celebrate? A friend and I met at a local eatery, pen and paper in hand, to jot
down the possiblities. While we were talking a gal I know passed the table.
“Hi, what are you girls up to?”, she asked.

When we told her of our dilemma she said, “Maybe I have a solution.”
She was part of a group of far-sighted friends who several years before, had
booked a party room at a top city hotel, designed a fabulous menu, and had
hired a music man, all at pre-holiday prices! However to seal the deal they
needed twenty-four more people to make their numbers. Could we help?
You bet we could!

And so we welcomed 2000 in style. The organizers had thought of every-
thing. Elegant table settings, primo party favors, fabulous food, and music
that made you want to just get up and dance!  Across the hall at the $400
event, all was stodgy and quiet. So quiet, that a group from that “unforget-
table event” formed a conga line and danced their way across the hall to
join our party.

At the stroke of midnight, lovers, friends, acquaintances and strangers
hugged, kissed, shook hands and wished each other well.

What a joyful evening! The energy and feeling of good fellowship in the
room was palpable, for we all knew that we were participating in history,
the start of a new century. 

So what’s the big deal about New Year’s Eve?  Although every year may
not be the start of a  new millenium,  it is our chance to celebrate new
beginnings and the hope of better things to come!

This column first appeared in the December 30, 2009 issue of The Jewish
Post & News
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What’s the big deal about New Year’s Eve?

households to easily adapt their
strictly kosher food requirements,
creating a unique cuisine that’s both
equally Jewish and Indian in nature. 

In December 2018, the Paradesi Synagogue celebrated its 450th anniver-
sary. 

“Practically every person in that community came to Cochin from all
over the world — I was very honored to be the only non-Cochini invited,”
Weil recalled. “And it was absolutely fantastic, but it was a celebration of
the end of the community basically. I mean everyone knew it.” 

As a pluralistic democratic nation, India has long been known as a refuge
for communities facing oppression elsewhere. The Paradesi and Malabari
Jewish communities have always coexisted peacefully with Indians of
other religions with zero traces of anti-Semitism. 

“I have never felt discriminated against as a Jew living in India. When I
was studying at university, they used to ask when the festival of the New
Year, that is Rosh Hashanah, and Yom Kippur — the fast — would be
before they set the dates for public examinations,” Sassoon warmly
remembers. “They wouldn’t put exams on those dates because of Jewish
students like me.” 

For Kerala in particular, the state’s deeply rooted syncretic multicultural-
ism can be traced back to antiquity when ancient traders of western Asia
and India placed importance on preserving the identity of communities
they traded between. 

The first real dent in India’s record of welcoming communities fleeing
persecution came last year with the passing of the Citizenship Amendment
Act, which fast-tracks citizenship to Sikh, Hindu, Buddhist or Jain refugees
from neighboring countries, but not Muslims, Jews or atheists.

The law is not expected to impact the few Jews who chose to remain in
India. 

Those who have immigrated to Israel are eligible for lifelong Overseas
Citizen of India, or OCI, cards that have been easily available since 2017,
thanks in part to current Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s close ties with
Israel.

“This is actually the first time I’m hearing about it,” Sassoon said when
asked about the amendment. “I personally have an OCI card that doesn’t
expire. I don’t need a visa if I want to go to India.”

Jew Town
(Continued from page 12.)
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‘I don’t hate you’: Rashida Tlaib defends her relationship with Jews on a panel on anti-Semitism
By BEN SALES

Dec. 15, 2020 (JTA) — At a
panel on anti-Semitism, four
speakers known for their outspo-
ken criticism of Israel — includ-
ing Rep. Rashida Tlaib — said
that they themselves do not hate
Jews.

“Tell everybody, I don’t hate
you. I absolutely love you,” said
Tlaib, a Palestinian American and
Democrat from Michigan who
supports the movement to boycott
Israel. “If anybody comes through
my doors or through any forum to
try to push anti-Semitism for-
ward, you will hear me being loud
with my bullhorn to tell them to
get the hell out.”

The panel had sparked substan-
tial criticism from Jewish com-
mentators and pro-Israel activists
when it was announced, both for
giving anti-Zionists a platform to discuss anti-Semitism and for being
majority non-Jewish. Bari Weiss, the former New York Times opinion
writer and editor, tweeted, “So ‘dismantling antisemitism’ is actually about
dismantling *accusations* of antisemitism.”

An all-Jewish panel with a similar title, called “Dismantling Anti-
Semitism: Jews Talk Justice,” is being hosted the night after by the Combat
Anti-Semitism Movement, a coalition of nearly 300 groups, most of them
Jewish.

Tuesday’s panel, hosted by the political and advocacy arm of the anti-
Zionist group Jewish Voice for Peace, included, along with Tlaib, Marc
Lamont Hill, a Temple University professor; Barbara Ransby, a University
of Illinois at Chicago professor; and Peter Beinart, a Jewish essayist known
for his writing on Israel.

Hill and Ransby have also endorsed the movement to boycott, divest
from and sanction Israel, known as BDS. Beinart recently made waves for
an essay calling for a single, binational Israeli-Palestinian state in place of
Israel, a stark departure from his decade of advocacy for a two-state solu-
tion. Tlaib supports a binational state as well.

The panel, called “Dismantling Antisemitism, Winning Justice,” was
moderated by Rabbi Alissa Wise, a longtime Jewish Voice for Peace leader.

The panelists on Dec. 15 all rejected the notion that pro-Palestinian advo-
cacy, including support for an Israel boycott, constitutes anti-Semitism.
They all said that anti-Semitism comes predominantly from the right, and
agreed that it is best fought by allying with other oppressed groups in sol-
idarity.

“Palestinians that advocate for Palestinian rights are not the enemy, those
of us who advocate for BDS as a strategy to advance the rights of disen-
franchised and exiled Palestinians are not the enemy,” Ransby said. “The
enemy is the kind of people who go into a synagogue in California, north
of San Diego, and open fire to do deadly damage,” a reference to the syn-
agogue shooting in Poway, California, last year.

“In a fundamental way, of course, we want a more just world for every-
one,” she added later.

The event included plenty of criticism of Israel’s treatment of
Palestinians. At one point, Ransby likened the dilemma over criticizing
Israel while fighting anti-Semitism to the dilemma African-American left-
ist activists faced over whether to criticize Robert Mugabe, the
Zimbabwean anti-colonial activist who became a dictator.

“My side of the debate argued that, no — that we had an obligation to
speak out because we had understood the struggle that he came out of,” she
said. “Obviously there are historical differences, but I think of that in terms
of how we view the silencing around discussing Israel and who has a right
to critique and who has an obligation to critique.”

The panel did include acknowledgement of anti-Semitism on the left.
Hill, who was unable to attend the live event because of his father’s death
but shared prerecorded responses, praised Jews who had worked with him
in activist movements and said people need to call out anti-Semitism in
their own ideological camps.

“I not only became aware of anti-Semitism as an idea, but I began to hear
it and see it in practice,” he said. “There were moments when I would be
in movements or be in meetings, I’d be reading a book or pamphlet or lit-
erature and I would hear the way Jewish people were being smeared.”

He added, “I became keenly aware of how dangerous it is if we do noth-
ing to stand in solidarity against anti-Semitism, to stand in solidarity with
Jewish people as they fight for freedom, safety, dignity and self-determi-
nation.”

Beinart, who has argued for
years that the Jewish commu-
nity needs to welcome anti-
Zionists, said he believes
that, by the same token,
“Zionist Jews should not be
excluded from progressive
spaces.” He also spoke of the
need to combat anti-
Semitism on the left.

“It’s very important that as
we fight against the greatest
anti-Semitic threat, which is
the threat from the white
nationalist right, that we also
show a great concern to make
sure that progressive move-
ments are not tainted by anti-
Semitism,” he said.

Beinart later defended the
credentials of his co-pan-
elists, who have all been
accused of anti-Semitism for

their views on Israel.
“I know that there are probably a lot of people who are watching this who

came to watch it because they don’t like the folks on this panel,” he said.
“Listen to the folks on this panel and what they said. Do they sound like
people who hate Jews to you? Trust your gut.”

Controversial panel on antisemitism - clockwise from top left: Barbara
Ransby, University of Chicago professor: Peter Beinart, Jewish essayist;
Marc Lamont Hill, Temple University professor; Rashida Tlaib, Democrat
Congresswoman from Michigan

Top UN inspector: Biden’s plan to
rejoin the Iran deal will not be easy

By RON KAMPEAS
Dec. 18, 2020 (JTA) — The

top nukes inspector at the United
Nations says that President-elect
Joe Biden’s stated plan to reenter
the nuclear deal with Iran will
not be an easy task because Iran
has already gone too far in its
breaches of the original agree-
ment.

“I cannot imagine that they are
going simply to say, ‘We are
back to square one’ because
square one is no longer there,”
Rafael Grossi, who directs the
International Atomic Energy Agency, said in an interview Reuters posted
on Thursday. “It is clear that there will have to be a protocol or an agree-
ment or an understanding or some ancillary document which will stipulate
clearly what we do.”

Grossi added that a new agreement could address Iran’s rogue activity.
On Friday the Associated Press reported that the country has started new
construction at an underground nuclear facility.

“There is more (nuclear) material, … there is more activity, there are
more centrifuges, and more are being announced,” Grossi said. “So what
happens with all this? This is the question for them at the political level to
decide.”

Biden has stated that he would seek to reenter the current deal then nego-
tiate a new one.

“We’re going to engage in negotiations and follow-on agreements to
tighten and lengthen Iran’s nuclear constraints, as well as address the mis-
sile program,” he told Thomas Friedman earlier this month.

The deal, which was negotiated by the U.S. and other powers such as
Russia and China but abandoned by President Trump in 2018, traded sanc-
tions relief for Iran’s agreement to roll back its nuclear program. Western
intelligence agencies say that prior to the deal Iran was aiming for a
weapons program. Iran insists that its program was always for peaceful
purposes.

Iran started violating some terms of the deal, particularly in areas of
enrichment, after Trump reimposed and escalated sanctions, pursuing a
strategy of “maximum pressure” to get Iran to completely end its nuclear
development, and to buckle in other areas, including its missile program
and its adventurism in the region.

Iran is now enriching and stockpiling uranium at levels well beyond the
deal’s parameters, but nowhere near the levels it was at before the 2015
deal. The U.S.’ partners in the 2015 deal are still abiding by its terms.

Rafael Grossi, director of the
International Atomic Energy
Agency, speaks during an AFP
interview in Vienna, Nov. 30, 2020.
(Alex Halada/AFP via Getty Images)



By REBECA KUROPATWA

Growing up in West Orange,
New Jersey, Daniela Shapiro
(23) went to a Jewish school

and always had a love for art.
Her dad, a lawyer by profession,

was the first to posit that she would
one day become an artist.  She was
not as convinced as him at first,
worrying about becoming a “starv-
ing artist.”

Instead, Shapiro imagined that
she was destined for a career as a
biochemist.  But, after a summer
stint in a Tel-Aviv environmental
regulation clinic, Shapiro decided
that an artist’s life was indeed the
one for her.

“I just saw my boss...working and
striving for change, and it hardly
affected anything,” recalled
Shapiro.  “Most of the work he did
was rejected.  It’s a really slow
process to work with legal systems,
in regards to regulations...and it
was too disheartening for me.

“I realized, your life doesn’t have to be your career.  You can make
money doing something you’re good at.  If you’re good at art...design...So,
just do that, and do your social and environmental work on the side...on
your own time.

“Then slowly, I guess...I love what I do and I saw actually how my work
had an effect on the things that I cared about.  So, I told my dad last sum-
mer on the subway that I had been thinking about it and that I think I want
to become an artist.  And he was like, ‘Eeeeee!!!!.’  And, I was like, ‘Why
are you upset?  Ha, ha!  You were the one that told me to do it.’  But, he’s
supportive.  But yeah, I can do both.  I can enjoy it and make a real impact.”

Recently, Shapiro had
her first mural installed
and, as it happened, it
was in Winnipeg.  “I
applied for it on a
whim,” she said.  “I saw
it on someone’s
Instagram story, a call
for art.  So, I thought it
looked good and I
decided to apply.

“Then, I saw that the
deadline was in 20 min-
utes from when I saw it.
So, I quickly tried to fill
it out.  And, on the
form, it would say
something like, ‘In 500
words, try to describe

yourself’ - ha ha – and I was like, I don’t have time for this!  It was truly
the worst application I’d ever sent in.
“Luckily, I knew one of the people who was working on it, so he knew

me and he could attest to that I was a thoughtful person...that I’m skilled
even though my application could not provide that information.”

The mural is a good representation of the kind of art Shapiro enjoys doing
- the kind you might come across in comic strips.  This is also the kind of
art that pays her bills, as she works with people like social influencer
Arielle Kaplan and many others, creating illustrations to help get points
across.

“The application asked if I had a design in mind,” recalled Shapiro.  “I
had made that a couple weeks earlier.  It was, for me, really reminiscent of
work by artist Keith Haring...his style, colours.  So, I just thought it would
work...kind of like wall-to-wall, what the organization was looking for in
regards to representation, street art, and fine art intertwinement.”

Although murals are typically painted on walls, due to Covid-19, Shapiro
was not flown to Winnipeg to do that.  Instead, hers was printed on to vinyl,

and then hung at Kum Koon Garden, at 257 King St, in
Winnipeg.

“I’d made that over the summer, or maybe at the end of my
last semester during Covid-19,” said Shapiro.  “And, I’d just
really meant partying...partying has always been a very wary
concept to me.  Even in high school, I’d look around and be
like, ‘What are we all doing?  Why are we all here?’  It’s a real-
ly strange thing that humans need to really all come together to
release some sort of energy.

“And in Covid-19, 2020, this is what partying looks like –
like separate but yet we’re all together.  There was like a huge
sense of community and connection, in that everyone’s going
through a traumatic event, all at once, together.

Shapiro used the same artform to try to educate people in her
generation about the Holocaust in her first book, “The Stories
of Survivors,” which is a short graphic novella that brings to
life Holocaust survivors’ experiences.

She began writing it when she was 17-years-old, seeking out
stories and interviews with people from the Holocaust who
were her age at that time during WWII.  “Then, I also includ-
ed some of my own family’s experience, and ended it with my
own experiences, having gone to see the camps in Poland
when I was 18,” said Shapiro.

“I wanted it to be a tool for relating to.  It was my senior year
in high school.  I’d been going to a Jewish school all of my life,
and I’d heard of all these stories.  It’s just really hard to accept
it as reality.  And, there are so many Holocaust deniers.

”
Shapiro is hoping that in her next book she will bring to light

stories about the American criminal justice system.  “I want to
interview people affected by living in a prison town, or who
have a family member or even themselves dealing with the
criminal justice system,” she said.

“It’s something I’m very passionate about.  There’s a lot of
injustice and people just take it for norm.  Obviously, this sum-
mer that’s changed a lot.  There’s a huge movement, obvious-
ly the BLM [Black Lives Matter] movement is gaining trac-
tion, though it’s been a movement for years now.

“My goal has always been to help people and to change soci-
ety in ways I think is necessary.  I know my skills lie within
art, so if this is a way I can make social and political change,
then that’s what I want to do.”

For more about Shapiro and her work, visit
https://www.cdanielashapiro.com.

Making social change through art
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“Partying” - part of a mural Daniela
Shapiro designed that is hanging inside
Kum Koon Garden on King Street

Daniela Shaprio holding her
graphic novella, “The Stories of
Survivors” - about Holocaust
survivors



By REBECA KUROPATWA

The other half of the Ben-Zhion couuple is also tal-
ented in his own right.

Born in Russia, Ron Ben-Zhion (37) moved to Israel
with his family when he was eight-years-old.

After completing his army service, Ben-Zhion went
into sales and eventually opened his own human
resources and real estate company in Israel.

But, after he and his wife Dora had their first child, in
2012 the couple opted to move to Canada in hopes for a
safer life for them and their family.

To speed up the immigration process, Ben-Zhion
began by working as a truck driver for a speciality tow-
ing company, towing on icy roads.

“I did that for about two-and-a-half years,” Ron said.
“Then, the owner of that business decided to sell it.  I
would say, if he wasn’t selling that business, I would
still be working there.  I liked the work, I liked the
money, and I liked the people I worked with.  So, it was
a good place to be.  But, once he sold it to somebody else, he actually did
me a big, big favour...because it motivated me to move up and open up
something on my own.”

Getting his own company off the ground was something that happened
pretty naturally.  Ron and his family had experienced some hail damage on
their house and had a friend come to help fix the roof.  After finding that it
was fairly straightforward to fix it, Ben-Zhion decided to start up a roofing
company in 2016.

“I saw that it was not that hard to do that job, the logic behind it wasn’t
too complicated,” he said.  “My business plan was to establish what I know
best to do – the roofing – because I know how to do roofing very well.

“After I saw that I could do it and I had a good crew working with me, I
found that I could leave them alone and I didn’t need to be there every sec-
ond.  Then, I started to do other stuff.  Again, I had a lot of experience with
managing, so I knew I could manage a job site and subcontractors.  So, I
started to work with a lot of subcontractors in different areas of repair.”

With his managerial and general people skills, Ben-Zhion quickly

became a general contractor and spent the bulk of his
days in his truck, driving from jobsite to jobsite making
sure his workers have all they need to complete their
work.

Looking ahead, Ron is looking to go into commercial
property management.  “I’m negotiating right now for
a couple areas within Canada, not only in Winnipeg.  I
want to get into the property management business -
maintenance, cleaning services – in big buildings with
offices and so on, that require maintenance.  That’s my
main goal, to get there.”

Ron is always thinking ahead to feel intellectually
challenged, working with many different people and
situations.

“You feel the difference when you speak with people
who have bigger scopes of work,” he said.  “I don’t like
to always be in a comfort zone.  In my opinion, if you
want to grow up, you have to put yourself out of the
comfort zone.  So, that is what I try to do for myself

most of the time.  I try to get out of the comfort zone and go bigger, go
harder, go a little more challenging.”

As far as how Covid-19 has affected his business, Ron has found that his
workload has increased dramatically as the year progressed, as he kept
offering new services – going from working on just roofs two years ago, to
now managing 24/7.

“With Covid-19, more people were in their houses, weren’t traveling –
so, people were spending the majority of their money on their houses, on
renovations, on improvements,” Ron observed.  “I had customers, even
though their house was perfect, was good, they’d ask me what I could offer
to do for them.  They had some money to invest in their house, so they
asked.”

Still, Ron stressed, “I want to wish that everybody will get out from this
Covid-19 as soon as possible and get back to normal life.  We miss it, I miss
it myself.  I have my personal life that I miss, and I want to go visit back
home in Israel.  I would like to wish that everybody recovers from this.”

For more information, visit ronovations.ca.

Dora Ben-Zhion at the helm of Grandma Alla’s
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By REBECA KUROPATWA

For many who have had the
opportunity to taste
Grandma Alla’s baking

and cooking, you may already
know how good it is.

But, what may be news is that
Grandma Alla (Golinkin),
retired last July.  Fortunately,
her assistant, Dora Ben-Zhion,
has gradually stepped into fill-
ing in for all of Grandma Alla’s
baking fans’ needs – baking up
a storm, especially over the hol-
idays.

Born in Russia, at the age of
10 Dora moved to Petah Tikva
with her family.  Instead of
doing army service, she did
national service (Sherut Leumi).

In 2013, Dora moved with her family to
Winnipeg and began  working at the Winnipeg
Convention Centre kitchen, before joining
Chabad four years ago.

“I started to work just two times a week as a
helper,” said Ben-Zhion.  “Eventually, I was
working all week, doing more baking than any-
thing else.  And, once Alla left, I was promoted to
kitchen manager.  I do the baking and we have a
chef who does all the other dishes we offer.”

Their all-Kosher menu is extensive, with many
Jewish and beyond favourites, but it also includes
a lot of Israeli dishes that Chef Dov Korkh has
been adding to the menu.  Items are either Kosher-
parve or Kosher-meat.  There are no menu items
containing dairy.  The kitchen also offers gluten-
free and nut-free options, with their main focus
being on customer satisfaction and
meeting/exceeding their expectations.

“We did some
Chanukah specialties
like sufganiot, latkes,
and Chanukah cook-
ies,” Dora noted.
“We also do hamen-
tashen, rugalach,
honey cakes, and
cookies.. .different
kinds, depending on
the holiday or the
customer request.
My favourites are
sweet things – I love
sweet.”

Dora described her
home kitchen as
being a place of a bit
of happy mayhem,

with her love for baking and sweets, and her
husband’s obsessive insistence on not eating
any baked goods and sweets. “He only eats
steak and protein,” she said.

According to her husband, Ron, “Her
[Dora’s] baked goods are out of this world, and
if I wasn’t on a Keto-style diet, I would defi-
nitely be her biggest customer!”

With Corona-19 and gathering restrictions,
all events that Chabad’s kitchen ordinarily
caters have been cancelled.  So, instead, their
focus has shifted to takeout only.

But, Ben-Zhion is not complaining, as she
gets plenty of return clientele along with new
customers daily.  “We’re still busy, but not like
last year, because we don’t have events to
cater,” she said.  “But the extra time has given
us an opportunity to rethink what we offer and
tweak the menu.”

For more information and/to see the kitchen’s
menu, visit 
https://www.chabadwinnipeg.org/media/.

Ron Ben-Zhion raising the roof with RonOvations
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By MYRON LOVE

Over the years, our Jewish community has pro-
duced quite a number of individuals who have
found success in the performing arts both here at

home and elsewhere.  Among them is Josh Assor.
The son of Hanania and Leslie Assor has done it all

when it comes to musical theatre.  A performer since he
was a kid, he has in recent years been living in New
York City and focusing exclusively on choreography in
all its facets.  Now though, having been back in
Winnipeg since March due to the Covid-19 situation, he
has had the opportunity to gain experience in a new area
of entertainment – film and television production.

Assor is currently working for Winnipeg-based Eagle
Vision, one of Canada’s top film and television produc-
tion companies.  “We have just finished filming the fourth
season of ‘Burden of Truth’, he reports.  “I am also working behind the
scenes on a second Eagle Vision film.”

(“Burden of Truth” is filmed in Selkirk and Winnipeg and stars Kristin
Kreuk as a big-city lawyer who returns to her home town to take on a case
that changes her life and career.  The series deals with the prejudices that
Aboriginal people face within the larger community.)

“This job came up out of the blue,” Josh says.  “It was a perfect opportu-

nity to delve into a new area of my craft.  I have been
with Eagle Vision for six months and am having a great
time.”

Josh was attracted to theatre and acting from a very
young age. He actually began with some television
roles followed by stage work.  Some of the shows that
he appeared in at Rainbow Stage were “Peter Pan”,
“Beauty and the Beast”, “Joseph and his Amazing
Technicolour Deam Coat” and “The Little Mermaid”.

Along the way, the young performer began taking
dancing lessons.  “I started training rather later in life
in dance”, he recalls. I enrolled in Ken Peter Dance
Express when I was 15.  Originally, I was most inter-
ested in hip hop.  I then followed with tap and, a cou-

ple of years later. I began studying all forms of dance,
including jazz, ballet and musical theatre.  By the time

I was 17, I had decided to seriously pursue a career in the theatre.”
Josh attended Gray Academy to the end of Grade 9, then moved to Grant

Park High School for Grades 10-12, attracted by  the school’s well-known
performing arts program. 

The budding performer left Winnipeg after graduation for Los Angeles
where he had scored a scholarship to study at the prestigious EDGE
Performing Arts Center.  He then moved to Toronto –when  he was 19 – to
begin the next phase of his career.

“I signed with an agent in Toronto,” Josh says. “Toronto is where most of
the auditions take place.  I did some television but mostly worked on the
stage.”

His first major role was in a production of “West Side Story” at the
Stratford Festival in 2008,” he recounts.

While he may have been based in Toronto over a period of three years,
Josh notes, he spent a year in Montreal and the rest of the time in touring
productions, which continued after his move to New York in 2010.  Among
his credits was the role of Neleus in the first national tour  of “Mary
Poppins” (and in which he also appeared on Broadway for the first time),
“The Wizard of Oz” and Disney’s first National Tour of “Newsies” (in which
he was the assistant dance captain).

“After more than two years in ‘Newsies’,” Josh notes, “I was ready for a
change of pace.  From day one - to become a choreographer was always my
goal.  I am happiest when I can be at my most creative.  I felt that I had had
a good run as a performer.  I accomplished what I had wanted.  It was time
to focus on my development as a choreographer.”

Back in New York,  his goal was to become a member of the faculty of the
world-renowned Broadway Dance Centre.  He started as a substitute teacher,
became a guest instructor and, for the past three years, he has been a mem-
ber of the faculty, focusing on musical theatre.

“People come from all over the world to study with us,” Josh says.
In addition to his teaching, Josh has continued to work professionally as a

choreographer. Choreographic credits include New York Fashion Week,
Audi, Celebrity Cruise Lines, Modos Furniture as well as regional produc-
tions of Mary Poppins, Cinderella, Newsies and the world premiere of
“Medicine the Musical”, which ran in New York City, off-Broadway. He was
the associate choreographer for the Saturday Night Fever National Tour as
well as the Canadian Premiere of “Newsies” at Drayton Entrainment.

The show that he was scheduled to choreograph, which unfortunately was
cancelled due to Covid, was “The Sound Of Music”, and which was sched-
uled to play both the Royal MTC as well as The Citadel Theater. “We are
still hopeful to bring this show to life next season,” he reports.

Josh appreciates that he has been able to realize what he is passionate
about in his life’s work.  He adds that he is hoping to be able to get back to
New York sometime in the next few months.

“Right now, I am living day by day,” he observes, “and playing it by ear.”

Josh Assor, theatrical man for all seasons, adds film production to his growing resumé
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Palestinians urge Biden and Israel
to return to the negotiating table

Dec. 20, 2020 (JTA) — In a stark contrast from the last few years of the
Trump administration, the Palestinian foreign minister said Saturday that
the Palestinian Authority is ready to restart the process of negotiating a
two-state solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict with Israel and the
incoming administration of President-elect Joe Biden.

“We are ready for cooperation and dealing with the new U.S. adminis-
tration, and we are expecting that it would re-draw its ties with the state of
Palestine,” Riyad al-Malki said, according to an Associated Press report.

Al-Malki made the announcement at a news conference in Cairo with the
foreign ministers of Egypt and Jordan. He added that the PA would like
those two countries to be at the center of the negotiation coordinating
process.

The stance signals an expected shift in U.S.-Palestinian relations under
Biden. While President Trump’s State Department has cut U.S. aid pay-
ments to the Palestinians and signaled support for Israeli settlements,
Biden has maintained that he would assume a more traditional posture in
aiming to negotiate a two-state solution.

In September, Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas called for an inter-
national conference to address the ongoing conflict in 2021.


